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Official Publication Of The 
Hang Gliding Federation of 

Australia 

S kysailor appears 12 times per year 
as a service to members. For non
members living in Australia the 

subscription is Aus. $50 pa Overseas 
magazine sUbscription is Aus. $65 
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95 Airmail. 
Cheques should be made payable to 
and sent to HGFA. 
Contributions are always needed. 
Articles, photographs and illustrations 
are all acceptable although the editor 
and the HGFA Board reserve the right 
to edit or delete contributions where 
necessary. 
Articles of unknown origin will NOT 
be published. All contributions should 
be accompanied by the contributor's 
name, address and HGFA number for 
verification purposes. 
Neither HGF A nor the editor assume 
responsibility for the material or opin
ions presented in Skysailor. 
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the 
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other 
contributions is vested in each of the 
authors in respect oftheir contribution. 

ALL SKYSAILOR 
CONTRIBUTIONS to: 

Marie Jeffery 
PO Box 401 

ALSTONVILLE 2477 
Fax: (066) 285117 
Ph: (066) 280356 

8am-8pm 

Keep the articles coming!! 
We will give $50 per month for the 
best cover photo sent in. It can be a 
black and white, colour photo or 
slide. 

All photos and material will be 
returned if a stamped, self addressed 
envelope is supplied. 

Market Place ads are to be di
rected to the Editor. 

DEADLINE 
15th of the month (for the following 
month's Issue!) for contributions, 
market place, etc. Market Place are 
free to Jlrumru!.I members - please 
quote your number - otherwise a 
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is ap
plicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2 
issues is applicable for commercial 
operators. 

ADVERTISING 

Advertising rates are: 
Back cover $225 
Full page $150 
Half page $75 
Quarter page $40 

All ads must be paid in advance. 
Layout, separations and extra work 
incur additional costs. 
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ADDRESSES 

All correspondence, including mem
bership renewals, short term member
ships, rating forms and other 
administrative matters should be sent 
to: 

Hang Gliding Federation Of 
Australia 
Executive Director: 
Ian Jannan 
PO Box 558 
11JMUTNSW 2720 
Tel (069) 472 888, 
FxlAH Answer Machine 069 474328 

President: Rohan Grant 
002311112 H, 002 337638 W, 
002 333311 Fax 

Operations Manager 
Craig Worth, PhlFx 065 592713 
Mobile: 018 657419 
For information about site ratings, 
sites and other local matters, contact 
the appropriate state association! 
region or club. 

Vice-president: 
Andrew Humphries, 42 Cwmingham 
Tce, Daglish W A 6008, 093816053, 
093882401 Fx, 018 917537 
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box 
81 , Lyons ACT 2606, 06 2998792 H, 
018697820 W 
Treasurer: Mark Pike, PO Box 179, 
Altona Nth Vic 3025, 052821096 H, 
052 279348 W, 052279497 Fx 
Board Member & Competitions 
Conmlittee contact: Paul Mollison, 
8 Brown St, Adamstown NSW 2289, 
049570216 H, 049 499199 W, 049 
499395 Fx 
Board Member: Michael Zupanc, 
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld 
4301,078142113 
Board Member: Robert Woodward, 
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA 
5035,082977532 H, 08 2325405 W, 
08 2240600 Fx 
Board Member: David Lamont, PO 
Box 6, Proserpine Qld 4800, 079 
461157 H, 079 452575 Fx 
Board Member & Women's 
Committee contact: 
lenny Ganderton, Boganol, Henry 
Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871, 
068537220 H, 068 537220 Fx 
Paragliding Convenor 
Ken Mitchelhill, 14 Wills Ave, 
Mount Waverley Vic 3149, 03 
8879173 H, 03 2882497 W, 03 
4162676 fax 
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin 
Magennis, PO Box 291 Lauiieton 
NSW 2443, 018181017 
PUG Registration: Neville Hoger, 
Mackay 079 577142 (Forward PUG 
Registrations to HGFA Office, Tu
mut) 
PUG Public R~lations contact: 
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042 
941031 ph/fx/tam 
Coaching Committee contact: 
HGFA Operations Manager 
States & R~gions 

Southern Region NSW 
25 Beverley Ave, Warilla NSW 2528 
Pres. lames Nathaniel (042) 971923 

N011hern NSW Region 
Pres. Dane Snelling 029384420 W 

029799069H 

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a 
member of Federation Aeronautique 

Internationale (FAI) through the Australian Sports 
Aviation Confederation (ASAC). 

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is 
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission. 
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COVER PHOTO 

Michael Coates at the Mudgee Airshow 
Photo by Peter Gawthorne 

CENTRESPREAD 

Photo by Paul Murdoch 
CREDITS 

Cartoons John Ross, Ian Hooter & Sharon Nobbs, 
JuliusMakk 

Typing & Layout 
Printer 

Sec. Ian Duncan 029189962 
Treas. Glenn Salmon 029180091 
ACTUGA 

Marie Jeffery 
Quality Plus, Ballina 

09 3167628 W; 
Sec lim Sherlock: 09 3285754 H, 09 
4580710 W 

PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603 VicHGPA 
Sec. Neil Bolton 062571899 W, 06 PO Box 400, Prahran 3181 
2926310 H, 018 633219 Pres Rob Van Oer Klooster: 052 
Pres. Duncan Kelly 062805605 W, 223019 AH, 052272523 BH; 
06 2814556 H, 018 625091 Sec Tony Hughes: 052438245 AH, 
SSO. Grant Heaney 062941466 H, 052641091 BH 
015269376 TasHGA 

Nth Qld: 31 Hillside Cres, West Launceston 
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q 7250. Sec. Steve Cameron: 003 
4740. Pres. Dave Lamont: 079 311561 H 
461157; SeclTrs: Ron Huxhagen SAHGA 
079552913 

IIGAWA 
PO Box 82, Suuth P"rth 6151 
Pres Danny Byrne: 09 3872893 H, 

1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000 
Ph 08 2130660, Fax 08 2117115 
Sec. Steve Hoeffs: 08 452487 H, 08 
2595991 W, Fax 082597115 W 
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CLUBS 
Queenslllnd Sec. Sandra GemmeU New South Wales StanweU Park 

Cairns HG Club 079750232 Byron Bay HG Club Inc 042941656 

Pres Warwick Gill Sunshine Coast HG Pres Peter Aitken Cudgegong Valley HG 
070563333 Club (Qld) 066853358 Club 
Sec Kevin GiUigan Pres. Graeme Hall Sec. David Smith Sec. Mark Cafe 
070553343 074497490w 066843502 063791310 
Nev Akers Vice-Pres Steve Johnson SSO. Peter Aitken SSO. Bruce Bareham 
070512438 W 074461206 066853358 063791310 

Capricorn Sec. Pat Roberts meet 1st Wed ea month Great Lakes HGC Inc 
Skyriders Club Inc 074415206 Central Coast HG Club Pres. Jim Parsons 
Pres Brian Hampson Treas Peter Roberts (NSW) 065554077 
079226527 074471121 Pres Garry Moulston Sec Steve Tinson 
Sec Geoff Craig SSO.Dave Cookman 043344866 065 558091 
079923137 074498573 Sec Paul Gibbs 065545700 W 
Brian Smith Townsville HG Assoc Inc 043341919 SSO. Bob Barnes 
079287858 Pres & SSO Gracme Site Officer Duncan 065 540416 

Canungra HG Club Inc Etherton Brown IIIawarra Hang 
Pres. Dave Staver 077 733580 043342406 Gliding Club Inc 
075435859 Vice-Pres Gary Rogers 2nd I.Yn Tuggerah Lakes Meet: Mountain Top 
Sec. Hugh Ragg 077792645 Mem Club Cafe, Mt Keira 1st Wed 
078088415 Sec/Treas Andrea Phillips Central West HG Club Pres George Barrie 
SSO. KenHiU 077799299H Pres Len Paton 042855567 
075435631 Whitsundays HG CI. 068537220 Sec Warwick Kelly 

Gladstone HG Club Pres. Greg Gunnin g Sec. Jenny Ganderton 042261707 

PO Box 478 079598445 068511533 SSO. James Nathaniel 

Gladstone Q 4680 
Sec & SSO Ron Hux- Tres. Mark Madden 042261377 

Pres. Colan McGree hagen 063622927 Kosciusko Alpine 
079 Tn477 079552913 

Christian Flyers Paragliding Club 
018770912 Ian Lobb Pro Anne McRitchie 

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia 
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 
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Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328 

HGFA Merchandise - Support your sport! 

Official HGF AT-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back 
Cap 
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo 
Metal Lapel Badge 
Car stickers 
Embroidered badge 
... Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices··· 

$19.95 
9.00 
6.95 
4.95 
2.00 
2.95 

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts available for bulk purchases. 
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone or

ders welcome. Actual prices may vary from those ShOWIl Terms: payment 
with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock. 

HGFA Schedule of Fees 
12 months (FULL) Membership $125 
(Nth-NSW) 12 mths FULL Membership $115 
(SA) 12 mths FULL membership $135 
(WA) 12 mths FULL Membership $130 
PHG Pilots Operational Levy $20 
Additional Family Member (12 months) $50 
Rejoining Administration Fee $25 
Short Term Membership (4 months) $45 
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months) $45 
TriaVInstructional Flight (TlF) 10 Days total available through instructors only $15 
(12 issues)"Skysailor" SUbscription (Nonfly) $50 
Overseas (sent SAL) $65 
Overseas (Sent Ainnail) $95 
F AI Licence $5 
PHGOpsManual $15 
Comps Manual $ 10 
Tow Manuals $5 

064576041 Pres. Lance Sheppard 
Sec. Allan Lehepuu 059623570 H 
018484123 Sec. John Carter 
SSO.Heinz Gloor 037285203 H 
064567171 SSO Harry Summons 

Lower Blue Mts HG 059646055 H 

Club Inc Meet3rd Wed Yorlc-On-

Pres. David Middleton Lilydale, Lilydale 

026236961 North East Victorian 
Sec. Michael Shyne HGClub Inc 
027243405 Pres & SSO John Adams 
SSO. Nigel Felton 057572945 
026282609 Sec John SchiUing 

Mid North Coast HG 0575n694 

Assoc(NSW) Treas & PG Geoff White 

Pres. Paul Hazelgrove 057501244 

018657366 018052793 

Sec & SSO. Lee Scott fax 057 501246 

065565265 VHGA rep Peter Roper 

Ben Leonard 037435365 

065821966 Southern HG Club 

Newcastle HG Club Pres. Mike Slape 

Pres Simon Lewis 03 5438331 AH 

049261829 1st Tues Anchor & Hope 

018689243 Tav Church St Richmond 

SecBiU Olive Sky High PG Club 
O£l9 213800 W Pres Jeremy Torr 
''PG'' Ian Ladyman 037702775 
049498946 Sec. Hamish Barker 
SSO. Ross Duncan 038884863 
049431900 lst Wed ea month Re-
meet last Wed Souths treat Hotel 
Leagues Club 226 Nicholson St 

Northern Beaches HG Abbotsford 

Club Inc (Sydney) Western Victorian 
Pres: Jim Allen Hang Gliding Club 
029711715 H Pres. Trevor Crud in 
Sec: Michael Powell 037478752 
029188187 Tres. Phillip Campbell 
SSO. Forrest Park 053428569 
024502674 Sec. Nicole Shalders 

Stanwell Park Club 053492174 

PO Box 258 SSO. Rohan Holtkamp 

Helensburgh NSW 2508 053492845 

Pres. Rob Fakes Club meets last Sat ea 

015237565 month at Golden Age 

Sec. Karen Lederer Hotel Beaufort 

042942273 Western Australia 
Treas. Ian Lobb 

Avon Valley Hang Glid-
SSO. Mark Mitsos 
042949065,018864083 

ingClub 
Pres. David Drabble 

meet 7.3Opm lst Sun 
093071816 

ea month Helensburgh Vice Pres. Rob Stevenson 
Workers' Club 

093647872 
Sydney HG Clu b Sec. Mike Field 
Pres Clive Gilmour 094097903 
042941261 Treas. Michael Derry 
Sec Steve Hocking 093415271 
023274484 Bastion Sky Bums 
Sydney PG Club Wyndham WA 
Pres Tim Gearing Sec. Steve Prior 
02681725 091611269H 
Sec Rob Fakes 091611043 W 
015237565 091611279 fax 
Treas Tony Hudson 

Dalwallinu HG Club 
025701130 

Pres. Jonathan Back 
SSO Mark Mitsos 093418328 H 
042674570 

093817094 W 
Tamworth/Manilla Sec Mark Thompson 
HGC 093506750 H 
Andrew Pepper 094916949W 
067654520 The Great Sandy 
018416258 
Richard Riley 

Desert HG Club 
Pres. Ian Sallie 

067821073 091798487 H 
067821267 

Sec Joe Langford 
SSO.Pat Lenders 
067729272 

091798655 H 

Upper Blue Mts 
HGClub 
Pres Glen Thompson 
063531239 
Sec. Lucas Trihey 
047871480 

Victoria 

Eastern HG Club 
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Christmas is upon us with all its commercial madness and another 

year draws to a close. The years seem to go by faster all the time! As you 
take time out from work and catch some holiday flying, it may be a good 

time to reflect upon our sport. What has happened throughout the year 

and how things can be improved for the new one. To attempt to fly safely 

and responsibly and help our pilot friends is a good start to improve our 

standards and image. 

This issue is another huge 48 page production and I trust there will 

be something for everyone within its pages. Rohan Grant, our President 

gets the ball rolling with suggested names for our organisation. Mike 

Zupanc has a few notes on safety and regulation of our sport, and its 
future direction. Jenny Ganderton writes very comprehensively on pilot 

development and sporting awards and explains how anyone can attempt 

the F AI records. I also believe that barographs can be hired from certain 

people in Australia which negates the need to buy one. 

Summer is here and as the comp season ' hots' up with reports of hot, 

dry conditions due to the drought, some good flying is expected. 

I kriow there are a number of people out there working on articles for 

the next-year, with an eye on the $100 prize for their efforts. Last month 

I think I misled a few people into thinking that I was only looking for 

technical articles which is not the case. All well written, interesting 
material will be considered! Thanks for your efforts! 

~~&~ 
1994-96 

December 1994 
27-31 Rainbow Beach Competition, Sunshine Coast Qld 

28-5 Jan 

January 1995 

Pat Roberts 074 415206 
Bogong Cup, Mt Beauty Vic 
JolmAdams 057573172 

9-12 HGFA National Teams Training Camp, 
Aust Institute Sport ACT 
Ian Jannan 069472888 

7-15 Vic Open (Hang Gliding), Mt Cole, Vic 
Rohan Holtkamp 053 492845 

16-21 Corryong Cup 
17-26 ' 95 Aust Open (HGYFlatlands Intemat. , Hay (tow) 

Len Paton 068 537220 
28-5 Feb Paragliding Flatlands, Forbes 

Peter Champion 02 504023 
28-5 Feb Women' s Pre Worlds, Mt Beauty & Bright 

Jolm Adams 057 572495 
February 1995 
8-15 Australian Paragliding Nationals, Manilla 

Lee Scott 065 565265 
25-5 Mar WA Open (State Champ.) Wongan Hills (tow) 

Andrew Hwnphries 093816053 
March 1995 
10-19 NSW State Titles (HG), Manilla NSW 

Bill Olive 049213804 
24-26 1995 HGFA Board Planning meeting (EGM), 

venue to be decided 
Ian Jamlan 069472888 

January 1996 
26-10 Feb 5th Women' s World Championships, Bright 

December 1994 

A startled editor at the Canungra Classic - p Peter Ebling 

Until next month, safe flying everyone, and a very Merry Christmas 

and Happy New Year 

Marie Jeffery 

I . 

:H:~gkh~fla~~~;:s Jllti. 
OS f e In the heart of Victoria's 

finest alpine country 
Come and stay at a hostel operated by a 

pilot for pilots. 
Comes with local site knowledge, AVFAX 
weather information, XC planning advice 

and a radio base. 
Sky out during the day, then come and 

relax and exchange your flying yarns with 
pilots from all over the globe. 

The hostel is in the centre of town, opposite 
the PO. Look for the windsock at the top 

end of town. 
A night will cost you from $14 per person 

(share) . Our Frequent Flyer Plan can reduce 
the cost even further! Twins and dorms. 

Breakfast available from $2.75 

Contact Geoff or Maz White 
PO Box 67, Top Floor, 4 Ireland St 

Bright Vic 3741 
Tel: 057 501244, Fax: 057 501246 

Mob: 018 052793, UHF repeater #8 
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Dear Marie, 
Just a short note in appreciation of your 

editorial skills. The October Skysailor was full 
of infonnative material and articles demon
strating that our membership has much hidden 
talent, other than flying ability - absolutely 
excellent! 

Keep up the great job, as the HGFA mem
bership need a medium to exchange infonna
tion and ideas, as well as being infonned of our 
responsibilities such as the Operations Man
ager's Report. Thanks. 

Chris Bmndon, 12645 

Dear Marie 
Letter from the Manilla Mug 

During the last day of the recent Manilla 
Mug I landed rather badly; 'crashed' might be 
a more adequate description. A number of 
things happened during the peaceful slumber 
caused by the knock out blow to my chin. My 
harness was removed; I was made comfortable 
and some good Samaritans packed up my 
glider. In addition somebody called an ambu
lance to transport me to Manilla District Hos-
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Specialising in all 
makes & models 

of 
hang glider sails 

Coil Andrew 
018046865 

19 Tatura Ave 
North Gosford NSW 2250 

pita!. Pleased to report that I suffered no inju
ries. It's important that all those present that so 
kindly helped me that day are aware how grate
ful I am. As I slept blissfully through the whole 
incident,I do not know who they are- but many 
thanks to you all. 

Best regards 
Steve Rickwood 

Dear Editor, 
I am writing to congratulate the HGFA, and 

the flying schools, operating under the HGFA 
guidelines, for pilot training. I have recently 
completed a novice paragliding course through 
Future Wings at Stanwell Tops, Sydney. I found 
the instructors to be very professional and thor
ough in their approach towards the learner pilot, 
and, as I have noticed over the last two months, 
so are the other schools operating there. Dis
playing my orange ribbon, most other pilots 
have given me advice on the ground. and all 
have given me room in the air. To make air 
travel in Australia safer, maybe the CAA should 
take a look at how the HGFA is operated. Just 
a thought. 

Yours Sincerely 
Mr Mark, HGFA Pilot No. 17571 

Dear Marie 
I read a letter in Australian Paragliding 

News about how a particular para pilot thirlks 
that his form offlying is the closest to free flight 
there is. How many times have I heard that old 
violin tune wailing from sailplane jockeys to 
hang glider pilots, parachute base jumpers to 
pilots ad infmitum. TIus following quoted para
graph, I feIt, needed some enlightenment cast 
upon it. 

"Until the advent of the paraglider, the near
est anyone could get to tlris dream was to fly a 
hangie or a sailplane. As we all know these fly 
faster and sometimes farther, but take ages to 
set up, are trickier to retrieve and crash harder. 
They are also just that bit too heavy to walk up 
most flying hills with. But the paraglider allows 
us to get into the harness and fly. Just pilot, 
fabric and air. No pilot error to worry about 
other than your own. No complex mechanical 
systems to check and maintain. No expensive 
electronics if you don ' t want them. Just flying ." 

First up, a German dude named Lillienthal 
had it fairly well sorted; he was just a bit short 
on modern materials and technology . 
Sailplanes started off in the tlrirties where two 
people could drag them up a hill and go soaring 
free as a bird in a very open cockpit, wind in 
their faces and all those associated sensations. 
Well then along came tile seventies enter hang 
gliding, yeall! Real freedom, absolutely no 
rules, no helmets even, where we could do a 
50-60 kph dive, pull up into a 90 degree win-

gover with quite a few G's being pulled on your 
body, wearing only a tee shirt, board shorts, no 
helmet and a harness as mirrimal as the very 
basic para training harness. Yeall that's free
dom. There were plenty of pilots who would 
walk back up hills with their 30 Ib gliders and 
do it all day long for the pure sensation! That, 
of course, has all changed. We wanted more 
performance and a safety level that could be 
relied upon. The 'My View' author had another 
letter/article in the same issue of A P N about 
all broken bones and porosity induced canopy 
collapses into soft trees. From speaking witll 
pilots who are able to read German tile copious 
amounts of newspaper stories covering similar 
and worse scenarios in the European Alps re
lating to his dream way of flying, indicates he 
should not be writing about what flies farther, 
faster or crashes harder. 

Looking at the whole picture I am more 
than happy WitIl tlle speed, safety and conven
ience of the aircraft type that I fly. Maybe I 
could do witll a bit more speed/perfonnance but 
I do not want tile sailplane inconvenience and 
there are times when I would like the paragJider 
convenience, but tile compromises are not for 
me. 

The main point I wanted to make witll tlris 
letter was that tllings change and in ten years 
will tile tllen middle ageing parapunters be fly
ing kevlacarbo stringwings that take 10 min 

to set up, get an honest 11: I glide and will 
not quite fit inside a Fordzuki commuter bubble 
top. I have no problems with tile new kids on 
the block and I hope that we can all stay on tile 
same block (H.G.F.A. or whatever it may be 
called in tile future) and also welcome newcom
ers as they arrive. But get your head out of tile 
sand Jeremy. Come and fly in tile Bogong Cup 
with your paratllingie and make some real com
parisons. 

Safe circles, Dennot 

Dear Sirs, 
I would like to voice a concern re reports 

on injury and/or deatIlS in our chosen pastime. 
I have been told by a number of past and current 
pilots, military, ex-military, commercial and 
GA as well as ultralight, that some tiling like 
96% to 98% of crashes are "Pilot Error". Please 
correct me if I have been misinformed! 

If tlris is true, then there lIlliSl be a lot of 
people doing a lot of stupid tllings, somewhere 
at some time. Bearing in mind the old saying, 
"A fool is someone who has not yet been told, 
what )'.Ql! were told yesterday." I have this 
gnawing feeling that if tile "human factor" in
volved in these happenings were "hammered" 
into people's awareness levels, then surely we 
wouldn' t have as much of a re-occurrence of 
SQME happelungs! 

PLEASE do not get me wrong! I am not 
morbid or weird, and I l2Q "feel" for tIlese 
victims of error and tIleir friends and family. 
BUT, I keep tllinking that if more emphasis 
were placed on making people read about situ
ations like these, we might fmd that others may 
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sit back and say to themselves ... 

"Hey, this guy/girl got themselves 
hurtlkilled doing something that I regularly 
do/did/was going to try." 

I realise that some people will look at an 
article of tlus nature and be "put off" , or that 
some people fear that iftlus type of information 
was made more prominent that they may lose 
sales in some way, but there is good and bad in 
just about any endeavour. To be fair, everyone 
should be made aware of both. 

People from all walks of life do "stupid" or 
"stupid in llindsight" things. I'm certainly not 
above admitting that I've pulled off a few pear
lers in my day! 

How about a list or table showing things 
that people managed to injure or kill themselves 
doing, OR ... if you need or want to soften its 
impact a bit to make it less offensive to some ... 
a listof"Don' tDos" printed in summary in each 
edition to jog people's awareness. 

This whole idea may be offensive to some 
or a logistic burden but it's something that I 
really feel needs to be said. 

Yours Sincerely, Rick Harper. 

PS I subscribe to AUF, Pacific Ultralights 
and Skysailor (I ' m a trike flyer - stillieanling!) 
and I'll be sending tllls letter to ALL. of you. 

Keep up the good work .. . I enjoy reading 
all 3 mags when tlley arrive! 

Ed's note: See Ops Managers report for 
accident summaries. ~ 

Situations Vacant - Australian National 
Paragliding Team Support 

Expressions of interest are invited from suitably qualified 
HGFA members for the following positions: 

1. Team Manager - this position would be ideally suit a novice or interme
diate para glider pilot with sound people management skills and a desire 
to promote and assist our National Team members. The person would be 
expected to travel to the forthcoming World Championships in Japan at 
their own expense and undertake all of the administrative and manage
ment tasks associated with intemational competition at the highest level. 
The manager would also be expected to interact with the National Coach 
regarding Team promotion, funding and administration between competi
tions. It is hoped that the successful applicant will not only be involved in 
the competition in Japan but will be prepared to commit to a continuing 
role at nationalleve!. 

2. Team Coach - this position would suit an experienced pilot with exten
sive training and coaching experience at the highest level. The Coach is 
responsible for all the activities of the National squad, primarily for the 
development of technical and tactical skills toward team success in inter
national competition. 

Persons who believe they have the qualifications for both positions should 
not be discouraged from applying for a combined Co a chlMan ager position. 

8ulfgclln ehnlct Moulftnilf /(csort 
NOT JUST A HANG GLIDER PILOTS PARADISE 

BUT 
A COMPLETE FAMILY HOLIDAY DESTINATION . 

• :. Budget accommodation from $20/person twin share (special packages and 
weekly rates available) 

.:. Fully self-contained one and two bedroom family cabins (with fireplaces) 

.:. Licensed restaurant and full bar facilities 

.:. Pool and games room 

.:. Bush walks through Queenslands best rainforest 

.:. Horse riding, Mountain bikes 

.:. See the rare Platypus in the wild 

.:. Panoramic views 2,400 feet above sea level 

PLUS 
ONE OF THE BEST HANG GLIDING/PARAGLIDING VENUES IN AUSTRALIA. 

(lAUNCH RAMP IN RESORT GROUNDS) 

ePltttlct: Itew Owlter-Mtllttlgers "PO ~ !lnl1 Stl/ibn 

PHONE 079 584509 FAX 079 584503 
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Australian Competitions 

Rainbo w Beaell eOilip 

December 27-311994 
This comp is designed for the novice to intermediate pilot as well as 

accommodating for advanced pilots. NB: Please bring your tow bridles. 
For more information contact the SWlshine Coast Hang Gliding Club. 

Camping, Hotel & Motel and Holiday Accommodation available but 
book early, as this is a holiday spot. 

Registration is on the fIrst morning. 

Bogong Cup Hang Gliding Competition 

Dates: 28 December 1994 - 5 January 1995 inclusive 

Location: North East Victoria 

Sites: MOWlt Emu 1 & 2, Tawonga Gap, Mount Buffalo 

Headquarters: Bogong Hotel, Tawonga 

Entry Requirements: Intermediate rating with alpine experience. 

Maximum Entries: 120 
Format: XC tasks around photo turn points; timed launch and goal. 
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TRIKE or MICROLIGHT FLIGHT TRAINING 

CONSIDER THIS ••• 
OZ FLlt;;HTS' "Trike Conversion Course' lor HANt;; t;;UDER, 

PARAGUDER, UI1RAUGHT, GUDER or GENERAL AVIATION PILOTS 
With Just 10 hours Instruction, convert to YOUR 

TRIKE PILOT CERTIFICATE for just $7~, in 1 WEEK' '" 'YES' I 

C 1 Week Intensive Course' or ' Individually designed programme') 

AND Get All This:-
• PHG Insurance Levy 
• PHG Ops Manual, binder & log ook 
• HGFA student Pilot Certificate' 

AND 

• HGFA Pilot CerliflCa'le' 
("Conditions Apply) 

YOU GET all this FREE when you buy a New Trike through OZ FLIGHTS 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
• 20 Hr. PILOT CERTIFICATE COURSE & EXTENDED OPS for $1500' 
• AERO-TOWING & AERO-TOWING ENDORSEMENTS 
• TRIKE SALES Airborne. Pegasus. Mainair 
• On Airfield ACCOMMODATION 
• AIRCRAFT HIRE for SSOjHr . Wet 
• TRIAL INSTRUCTIONAL FUGHTS from $25 & TIF GIFT VOUCHERS 

'So, come to ADELAIDE and fly 'On /he EDGE' with 

OZ FUGHTS AVIATION. 
'ADELAIDE's mO$t accessible Tdke School a Week' 

Note 1: Data back cameras are not needed 

Note 2: Electronic Navigation Aids (ie GPS) are not permitted 

Registration Fee: $120 
Registrations to: Bogong Cup 1995, Mt Beauty Information Centre, PO 
Box27, MtBeauty VIC 3699, Phone (057) 573172 or Fax (057) 571268 

1995 Corryong cup 

Dates: 7 - 11 January 1995 
Entry Fee: $40 includes, ten trophies, assorted sponsored prizes and 
plenty of other items are given away . FREE smorgasbord and drinks on 
presentation night plus FREE BBQ and drinks during compo 

Requirements: Advance rating or Intermediate with logged inland ex
perience. Member of the HGF A. 

EqUipment: Altimeter, camera, freshly packed reserve parachute, 
1:250,000 map of the Tallangatta area. 

Please Note: This competition will be limited to 60 pilots ONLY, so 
please contact James Nathaniel on (042) 971923 or Glen Conners (042) 
943701 to confmn your attendance. 

Entry Fees are to be paid in advance. 

Late payments will only be accepted if positions are available on 7 
January by lOam at the Court House Hotel, Corryong. 40 positions are 
already filled (9-10-94) so get in quick. 

1995 Victorian Hang Gliding Open 

7-14 January 1995 with registration deadline: 9 am 7/1/95 

Location: Mt Cole area, including Mt Lonarch, Ben Nevis, Ben More, 
Elmhurst and Sugarloaf (HQ at Raglan Recreation Reserve) 

Grades: Open, B and C grades 

Victorian Champion and 1st, 2nd and 3rd in Open, B and C grades. 

Entry requirements: Open to HGFA members with a minimum of Novice 
plus Alpine rating 

Entry fee : $50, Protest fee : $30 for each protest 
Films: additional fllms $5 

Contact Rohan Holtkamp, VHGA Competition Director, RMB 236B 
Trawalla 3373 

Hay Flatlands 1995 
(including Australian Nationals) 

Sponsored by Davron Varios 

Dates: 17 - 26 January 1995 inclusive 

Registration & practice 15 & 16 January. Prize giving breakfast 27 
January. 

The usual tow paddocks at Forbes crumot be used for the Flatlands 
this year due to the drought. They have been ploughed up as usual but 
lack of ran has prevented the soil from settling. Driving on them would 
cause severe soil erosion. In any case dust would be a safety hazard and 
there would be traction problems. 

We have been unable to fInd other suitable paddocks in the Forbes 
area, so the competition will be based in Hay this season. 

10 days of fantastic flying - improve your personal best! Tasks will 
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be set to break F AI Records when possible. 

Entry fee $150 ifreceived before 30 Novem
ber 1994, $165 thereafter. Minimum offourpaid 
entries per team to reserve a strip. Pilots' respon
sibility to organise themselves into a team. Open 
to Intermediate and Advanced pilots with tow 
endorsements. 

~ 
~ held this year at Hay . Flying a new official 

Ii)\ Australian Open Distance Record will be an 
. - A;:.( objective. 

Remote photographic start gates will be used 
again due to the relative success last year. This 
means data back cameras WILL be needed. It 
is possible to compete without one, but a disad
vantage. A filin will be developed each day for 
all pilots that claim at least the start gate, so that 
scores can be updated and fmalised as soon as 
possible. GPS will be permitted. 

Entry Fee includes information booklet, first 
film and developing, last night party and prize 
giving breakfast. 

Our aim is a break even budget. Any prize money will be due to 
greater entry numbers than anticipated or reduced costs from budget 
estimates. 

Send entries payable to Forbes Flatlands (the name on the bank 
account even though tlle competition will be at Hay). To Len Paton & 
Jenny Ganderton, "Boganol", Henry Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871. 
Please remember to include your address, phone number and other team 
members. For further information phone / fax (068) 537220. 

1995 Paragliding Flatlands 

Saturday 28 January to Sunday 5 February 1995 
Location: Hay PLains, South West NSW 
Registration and practice: 27 January 1995 

Australia' s premier XC competition, the Paragliding Flatlands will be 

Entry fee is $120 and entry is open to inter
mediate and advanced pilots with tow en
dorsements. Compulsory equipment will be 
UHF radio, reserve parachute and databack 
camera. Pilots intending to enter should or
ganise now to take drinking water with them 
when flying. 

Maps will be on sale at the registration and 
during the competition. 

Pilots who intend to enter, for more informa
tion, should contact Peter Champion 02 
504023 H or entry fees can be sent to P 
Champion, 30 T arri1li St, Beverly Hills NSW 
2209. Receipts and information on all aspects 
will be forwarded. 

Womens Pre-world Hang Gliding 
Championships, FAI (Class 1) 

Dates: 27 Jan - 5 Feb 1995, Bright Victoria 

Entry: The championship is open to all member and associated member 
countries of the FAI who may enter a national representative team of 
hang gliders not exceeding six. Other entries may be accepted if the total 
official team entries do not exceed 60 hang glider pilots. These extra 
entries will be considered in order of the entry fee payment up to a 
maximum of sixty entrants. 

The entry fee will be $AUD 260.00 (PER PERSON). For this the 
organisers of the Pre-Worlds Championships will provide: 
Assistance, in organisation of accommodation. 
A pilot retrieval co-ordination service (not actual retrieval) on each of 

J'.in.TiME AiRPARI( " 
Ph 075 462412 

Trike Training * Hang Gliding lessons * Basic Training 
Advanced courses now available for Novice and Intermediate pilots 

Soaring * Thermal * Cross Country 
Endorsements: Static towing * Aero towing 

FOR SALE: All To CLEAR 

Trikes: Edge Executive with 30 hours - $18,500 
Edge with 580 hours, Rotax 582 motor only 80 hours - $12,500 

Hang Gliders: Demo Extralite 147 with 8 hrs $4200 ono 
Demo Blade 141 with 12 hrs $40000no 
Combat 139, 3 yrs old $14000no 
Aero 165, 3 yrs old $1900 ono 
XT 165, 3 yrs old $1800 ono 

Harness: All sorts and all sizes from $200 

Varios: Sjostroms from $400 
2 PiMpAMA .. JAcobs WElL Rd 

JAcobs WElL OLd 4208 
Tow Trolleys for sale. Buy for the Flatlands $550 
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the scheduled practice and championship flying 
days (not including rest days); 
Entry to official championship events; 
Filin and film developing (one roll of film per 
pilot per championship task - including practice 
days). Additional films will be available at a cost 
of$AUS 6.00 each; 
Topographic, Aeronautical and road maps; 
Picnic lunch served at launch on each day (in
cluding practice days); and 
Entrant and glider identification material. 

Send all entry fees and registration forms to : 
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia, PO 
Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720, Fax: 069474328. 
All payments should be made payable to the 
HGFA (Hang Gliding Federation of Australia). 
Visa and Mastercard accepted, but entry will not 
be confirmed until funds have been authorised. 

Please note that all Australian intennediate 
to advanced female pilots are invited to attend. 
Please contact John Adams 057 572945. Nadine Condon towing at Torrens Creek, Nth Qld 

Australian Paragliding Nationals 

Dates: 8 - 15 February 1995 

Entry Fee: $150.00 Limited to 55 pilots 
20 spaces open for Overseas pilots 
Closing Date for Entries is 16 January 1995 

Sites: Mt Borah & Mt Red Jack - Manilla, north of Tamworth NSW 
Mandatory Equipment: UHF Radio, Altimeter, Data back camera, Ad
vance rating or Intennediate with inland experience 

You will need to obtain your own maps before the Competition 

CONTACT: Lee Scott on (065) 565365 before 8.30pm 

Western Australian Open (State Champs) 

HANGGLIDER 

PROTECTION 

SilverBag 
-light XC -bag 
-we ighs o nly 810 g 
-breathable silve r p. v. 
coated fabric 

- stops UV rays 
-wate r res istant 
-two s izes avail able: 
-Xtra lite 137/XS 142 
-Xtra lit e 147 
-for only $100 

Moyes De lta G liders, 173 Bron te Road, Waver ley 2024 NSW 
Te l: (02) 387 5622 Fax : (02) 3874472 
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Dates: 25 February - 5 March 1995 

Location: Wongan Hills (approximately 2.5 hours drive north east of 
Perth) 

ReqUirements: Intennediate or Advanced rating and all pilots must have 
a tow endorsement. Reserve parachute mandatory and a camera (not 
databack) is needed. 

Entry Fee: $80 if received before 31 January 1995, $90 thereafter 

Enquiries and Registration: Sara\l Chadwick, 15 Harriott Street, 
Willagee w.A. 6156. Phone: (09) 314 2749 AJH, 093602685 W. 
NOTE: If Eastern States' pilots want to enter this comp and don' t have 
a team or towing equipment, phone Sarah and she may be able to put you 
in one of the local teams or organise equipment hire for you. 

NSW Titles, Manilla 

Dates: 10 - 19 March 1995 

Registration: 10 March at the Royal Hotel. Comp to be run from 
Saturday II to Saturday 18, with Sunday 19 as reserve day . 

Entry Fee: $120.00, includes T-shirt, I st film and dimler. (Non competi
tors can book for the dinner, held Saturday 18) 

Limited to 70 pilots. Advanced rated or competent Intennediate. 
UHF radio and data back camera are required. This is a ladder point comp 
and will be run to HGFA competition guidelines, plus local site rules. 

In association, the "AirBorne Interclub Challenge" trophy will be 
contested. This trophy is currently held by the Newcastle Club. 

Send your entry now, cheque marked "NSW Titles" , to Bill Olive, 42 
Princes Avenue, Charlestown NSW 2290. Phone (049) 213804 Work. 

Overseas Competitions 

New Zealand Paragliding Championships 1995 

Date: 7-15 January 1995, Nelson (South Island) 

Entry fee : $180; $200 after I January 1995 

Organiser: Stew Karstens, fax 00 II 6435432602. Contact the organiser 
for 30% discount on Ansett NZ. 

'Popstar' 4th Flight Fantasie Festival in Rio Cup 
1st Popstar Carnival in Rio 

Venue: Rio de Janeiro Brazil 
Date: 11-12 February 1995 
Contact Eduardo De Souza, A v .N. S. de Copacabana, 680-s. 404 22.050-
030 Rio de Janeiro RJ Brazil, tel. 005521-255-5590, fax 005521-255-
3644. ,;-
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President's 
Report 1994 

ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 

I t has been a very short fIrst tenn, six months 
in fact, since I was elected to lead this organ

isation. I will not attempt to describe the major 
activities in which this organisation has been 
active; they are too diverse. I refer you to the 
Executive Director's report to the Board. 

The organisation was forced to move very 
quickly to address legal obligations caused by 
the conflict between its governing documents. 
The management team is to be congratulated 
for the very smooth and efficient manner in 
which tlus task was achieved, under very tight 
and awkward constraints. 

Some unanticipated circumstances have 
drawn attention to a few clauses in the new 
Constitution that need rewording to protect our 
members' interest. The Board had taken this on, 
as was intended, because it must be understood 
that tile Constitution is a working document 
tllat must change to reflect the needs and cir
cumstances of its members. 

Our members are represented by a strong 
team. The diversity of their backgrounds and 
experience, and evident enthusiasm and com
mitment bodes well for the future of tile sport. 
We are looked at by other sports and aviation 
bodies with respect, and for leadership. This 
leaves me with a very good feeling indeed. 

However, what has been most evident over 
the last six months is that there is no room for 
complacency. Demands on tile orgruusation, 
both from members and our environment, are 
increasing. We must expect and prepare for tllis 
environment to become increasingly dynrunic, 
and crumot expect the resources available to us 
to become any easier to acquire. 

What strikes me most about this organisa
tion and particularly fue team that leads it is its 
prudence, imagination and excitement. The 
Board is committed to increasing parttclpatJon, 
bofu by offering fue sport to more people and 
by retaining more offuose who sample Ule joys 
it has to offer. 

I believe it is fue organisation's duty to 
work with affiliated clubs and instructors to 
deliver services locally to our members. In 
recent years we have become well organised at 
delivering services at a national and interna
tional level and I am keen to see Ulis continue. 
The challenge is to improve service delivery to 
pilots across Ule country, and tllereby see the 
sport grow and prosper, and our members ' fly
ing needs met. 

Rohan Grant, #72266 
28 October, 1994 ~ 

December 1994 

OK, get your thinking caps on! The Board 
has directed me to get your opinion on whether 
we should change fue organisation's nrune, and 
if so, what we might change it to . After discus
sion in these pages, we will short list the best 
suggestions, and put fue issue to you to vote on. 
We are aiming to have fue matterresol ved at the 
same time as we ask you to vote to approve the 
constitutional changes, before fue 1995 Annual 
General Meeting, in the spring of next year. 

? 
no need to change the nrune at all, or at least not 
substantially. 

What options do we have? 
Anything is possible. From broaching the 

topic informally, fuere seem to be a least thr~ 
main approaches emerging already. The fIrst IS 

to simply adjust the nrune that we have already 
to reflect the new structure. An exrunple of this 
kind is to replace the word "federation" wifu 

something more suit

Why would we want 
to change the name 
of our organisation? 

The nrune of this or
ganisation is currently 
"The Hang Gliding Fed
eration of Australia, Inc" . 
The Board is well aware 
fuat the organisation is no 
longer a federation. The 
orgruusation used to be 
made up of State and re
gional associations. It 
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able, such as "associa
tion", for exrunple "The 
Hang Gliding Associa
tion of Australia, Inc". 
The second is to renrune 
the organisation, so it en
compasses all our disci- . 
plines, for exrunple "The 
Australian Microlight 
Association". The third 
is to fmd a catchy ge
neric name that ex
presses what we do or 

t6 Ud-••• 

now comprises the collectivity of paid up vot
ing members, of which you are one (I hope). 
Consequently, the use of the word "Federation" 
in fue nrune is misleading and, it is argued, 
should be dropped. 

It is also argued that "hang gliding" is a 
fairly narrow description of what we do, and 
doesn ' t convey fue diversity of flying options 
available to us, for exrunple paragliding and 
powered hang gliding, or various towing sys
tems, let alone tlle rigid wings fuat are coming 
into favour again. I won't go into pedantic 
arguments about what constitutes Class I and 
Class 2 hang gliders, and so on. The nub offue 
matter is tllat any nrune based on a particular 
type of technology is liable to be superseded, 
and therefore a lasting new nrune should ideally 
be teclUlology independent. This would also 
engender closer relationships between fue dif
ferent disciplines our sport embraces. 

1llen Ulere is the perception tllat the general 
public doesn't understand what hang gliding is. 
No doubt you also fmd yourself struggling to 
answer occasional questions about "hruld glid
ing" . Arrgghhh! Does explaining to people fuat 
you don't jump off cliffs try your patience? 
Wouldn't it be nice to have a name that de
scribes what we do? Something a bit easier to 
get your mouth arOlUld than "The Hrulg Gliding 
Federation of Australia, Inc" would be an im
provement, too . 

1l1ell again, tlle HGFA is a long established 
body wiUI a lot of tradition and histo.ry. I run 
sure tllere are some members who feel tllerc is 

why we do it, such as 
"Free Fly Australia, Inc" (altllOugh I fmd fuis 
one a bit hard to say in a hurry, or af1er a couple 
of cleansing ales). 

There may well be other forms too. What
ever, we need your good ideas. (By the way, 
fuere is nothing special about these suggestions. 
They are exrunples only, used here to help get 
you thinking about possibilities.) 

The Board is calling for suggestions. My 
personal preference is for something: 

# neat and simple, tllat sounds right when it 
is said; 

# that conveys instantly to the general pub
lic what it is we do, not what we do it 
wifu (fuat is, a nrune that is technology in
dependent); ruld 

# will cOlnmand some respect with the rest 
of the aviation community, in ofuer 
words reinforces the perception fuat we 
are a legitimate form of aviation activity. 

Remember to take into account the likeli-
hood that the nrune will be abbreviated to in
itials, and that a new logo will also be required. 
Get tlunking, start brainstorming, and get tllOse 
suggestions for a nrune and complementary 
logo in, eitller to tlle HGFA office in Tumut, or 
direct to Skysailor. Of course you can also pass 
fuem on to your nearest Board member, too. 

'Til next time, fly safely (by using your 
brains and always striving to improve your 
flying skills!). 

Rohan Grant, #72266 and President ~ 
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Operations Manager's 

Report 

Reports of excellent flying 
conditions around 

Australia continue to come in. 

One such report was of Al 
Beavis flying from Birchip to 

set a Victorian 
. record of around 275 km! 

Well done AI, what a 
summer it is going to be! 

FATAL ACCIDENT 
Tragically, the first aero tow fatal accident 

in Australia occurred recently. The Intennedi
ate level pilot was killed after being released 
from tow at low level and impacting the ground. 
He was an experienced aerotow pilot with a 
number of successful tows on previous week
ends. These tows had been in his own, six or 

seven year old high performance glider. The 
fatal flight was to test-fly a new high perform
ance glider. Following launch from the dolly, 
the pilot appeared to be flying too fast and 
over-correcting in roll. Due to his inability to 
hold station behind the tug, the glider was re
leased by llie tug pilot. Once released he con
tinued having problems controlling the glider 
and hit the ground tip first, rotating the glider 
as the control frame hit. The pilot was still prone 
and suffered fatal head injuries. 

Though the aero tow system has proven to 
be reliable and safe in the past, inexperience on 
glider type and an inability to adapt to the 
lighter control of the new glider were likely 
causes oftlUs accident. A fwther review oftlUs 
accident will be provided once the coroner re
leases his fmdings. 

A "BALANCED" GLIDER 
During my travels it has become apparent 

that many pilots, including some with a lot of 
experience, do not understand the concept of a 
"balanced" glider prior to takeoff. Glider bal
ance is critical prior to initiating the launch run. 
If you have to hold down a wingtip, as soon as 
the AoA or airspeed is increased, the wing will 
lift and cause the glider to tum. 

"Remember the pilot is in 

command and the launch is 

initiated by the pilot. " 

This problem often occurs when launching 
in a crosswind, particularly where the launch 
run is restricted to a narrow corridor by a ramp 
or surrounding terrain. If the wind is . crossed, 
the glider must be allowed to "wind vane" into 
the wind so that it can be balanced, though the 
run remains straight down the ramp. As speed 
is increased the glider will yaw in the direction 
of the run and allow the launch to be made in 
the required direction. 

In stronger winds the same effect can be 
achieved while bearing in mind that if there is 
a vertical airflow in front oflaunch. It is neces
sary to ensure that both wings enter the vertical 
air at the same time to prevent one wing lifting. 

When wire men (wire people?) are being 
used, lawlch cannot be initiated until tlns same 
balance is achieved. Communication is vital. If 
one wire man is holding a wing down, as soon 
as he releases, the wing will lift. Once both wire 
men have no "weight" , I always ask tllat the 

r----------------------------, wiremen let me have 

PROFESSIONAL 

SAIL REPAIRS 
PH/FAX (049) 499 222 

Wingtech Pty Ltd 
US/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290 
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the glider and pause 

for a moment to be 
sure that one wing 
will not lift suddenly 
(with the wire men 

ready to g rab the 
glider if required). 
Ask your wire men to 
continually keep you 
informed as to what 
pressure tlley have 
(even if they have 
none) . Remember 

the pilot is in com
mand and the launch 

is initiated by the pilot. Only when he/she is 
ready - and the glider is "balanced". Brief your 
wire men before you move onto launch - com
municate!! 

ACCIDENTS 
A nwnber of reports have come in of acci

dents resulting from pilots launching and land
ing with insufficient flying speed: 

No.1 
Pilot rating: 
Hang glider: 
Site: 
Conditions: 
Pilot injury: 

Novice - 90 hours 
Enterprise Wings Desire 
Inland site 
25 knots, mod. turbulence 
Broken nose, facial cuts, 
bruised and cut leg 

Glider damage: Broken leading edge, torn 
sail, broken upright & 
base bar . 

Description: Launched successfully and 
climbed to 50 ' AGL, encountered turbulence, 

wing dropped, pilot levelled off then another 
gust caused left wing to drop and tum glider 
back at launch, despite attempts to regain con
trol. Just prior to impacting group of spectators, 
glider struck powerlines which turned it into a 
parked car. Pilot and glider were then tllrown 

over llie roof of the car onto a road. 

Lesson: Though the pilot had 90 hours, most 
of these were gained on the coast. Pilot failed 
to maintain sufficient airspeed to cope willi the 
turbulent inland conditions. The need to keep 

spectators well clear of the launch is reinforced 
here. This accident could well have resulted in 
a number of bystanders being injured. 

No.2 
Pilot rating: Intermediate 
Paraglider: lTV Media Gold 
Site: Coastal, top landing 

Conditions: IS knots, mild turbulence 
Pilot injury: Broken wrist cracked sacrum 
Glider damage: Nil 

Description: Pilot made good approach to top 
land, at approx. 15 ' AGL, suffered deflation, 
probably stall induced, canopy was blown 

backward, pilot swung forward to approx 20' 
AGL and was also blown backward, impacting 
llie ground. 

Lesson: Turbulence caused from either a wind 
gust or anollier paraglider inflating upwind 
probably contributed to tlle deflation, pilot was 

braking to achieve the top landing. Always 
maintain ample flying speed when near 
the ground!! 

No.3 
Pilot rating: 
Hang glider: 
Site: 
Conditions: 
Pilot injury: 

Glider dam age: 

Intermediate 
Enterprise Wings Desire 
Inland tow strip 
3-4 knots, mild tllennal 
Sprained ankle, cuts & 
abrasions 

2 broken leading edges, tom 
sail 

Description: Using a payout winch for the 

first time in eight months, tow pressure was set 
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too light. Takeoff was effected but after initial 
"zoom" of approx 20', tension dropped, pilot 
failed to maintain airspeed and right wing 
dropped, resulting in lockout. Pilot released just 
prior to impacting ground and fence. Ankle 
impacted fence post. 

Lesson: Though the pressure reduced after the 
initial launch, had a lower AoA been main
tained this lockout may not have occurred. 
Maintain ample flying speed until well 

clear of the ground. Hazards adjacent the 
strip also contributed, ideally 50 m either side 
of the tow strip should be free of obstacles. 

No.4 
Pilot rating: 
Hang glider: 
Site: 
Conditions: 

Pilot injury: 

Advanced 
Moyes Xtralite 
Inland site 
8 knots wind, slightly crossed 
and switching, light thermal 
Dislocated shoulder, minor 
concussion 

Glider damage: Extensive 

Description: Pilot failed to get RH wing flying 
during launch run, after two steps wing began 
to drop. Pilot was committed, continued to 
launch and was turned back into hill. Gliderwas 
used to break impact as much as possible to 
minimise pilot il~ury. Vario damaged & helmet 
requires replacement. 

Lesson: Pilot was not feeling totally fit prior 
to launch which may have contributed to acci
dent - complete concentration on the task at 
hand is essential. Glider "balance" was not 
achieved prior to commencing launch. Helmet 
saved further injury - pilot states: "a push bike 
helmet would not have provided adequate pro
tection" . 

Another report warrants relating: 

Pilot rating: Student 
Weightshift 
trike: 
Site: 
Conditions: 
Pilot injury: 

PegasusX-L 
Inland airfield 
5 knots headwind 
Nil 

Base damage: Mast, mast support 
Wing damage: Tom sail, bent battens, 

broken outer leading edge 

Description: Pilot on flTst solo, good circuit 
and approach, flared a little early and floating 
along a couple of feet off ground. Pilot looked 
down, pulling bar in and powered on. Nose 
wheel landed first and turned, trike rolled over 
onto wing. 

Lesson: Pilot took eyes offhorizon and looked 
down at ground, causing him to pull the bar in. 
As he powered on he also turned nose wheel. 
Problems started as soon as he looked down -
it is critical to look ahead on landing rather than 
down!! Pilot had demonstrated four perfect 
landings immediately prior to this flight, the 
added pressure of flTst solo no doubt contrib
uted. 

Operations Over National Parks 
CAA and the various government depart

ments controlling National Parks are working 
to introduce "Fly Neighbourly" arrangements 
for pilots flying over National Parks across 
Australia. These aim to promote a harmonious 
relationship between aviation activities and en
vironmental and conservation interests. 
Though these arrangements are primarily 
aimed at GA pilots, trike pilots must also adhere 
to the restrictions. 

These arrangements have already been es
tablished in many parks, the latest of these are: 

Blue Mountains National Park: 
Except where operating on preferred scenic 

routes, a minimum of 1500' above the surface 
of the park must be maintained. The surface 
being defmed as the highest point ofterrain, or 
any object on it, within a radius of 600 m of a 
point vertically below the aircraft. 

Grampians National Park: 
Except when operating on preferred scenic 

routes, pilots are to maintain a minirnwn of 
2000' above the surface of the park ("surface 
of the park" as defmed above). 

If pilots intend flying over a National Park 
they should contact the Chief National Parks 
Ranger to obtain details of preferred scenic 
routes or adhere to the above requirements. 

Fly safely, 
Craig Worth ~ 

National Sports Service Awards 
Do you know a Sports Medicine Professional who works voluntarily in your sport? 
Why not nominate them for a Sports Medicine Australia National Sports Service Award. 

To b~ ~ligibl~, prof~!l!lional!l mU!lt b~ nominaud by a club official, ~ coach or t~am manag~r. 
The main criuria to be ue;ed in ae;e;e!le;ing will be: 

• Extent of th~ nominee'5 involvement 

• Extent to which the work i5 voluntarJ' 

• The level of 5port that the e;avice i5 provided ie 

local and r~ional 5Upport i5 prderabl~ to 5tau 

or national level 

• Profe55ional activity within the community 1'13 giving !:>port!'> medicine lecture5 etc 

Award winnera will receive national recognition through the Sport Health magazine. 

An engraved plaque and one yeara complimentary memberahip to Sporta Medicin/: 

Auatral ia will alao be awarded . 
Application forms are available from: Sports Medicine Australia, PO Box 897 Belconnen ACT 2616, 
Phone 06 2516944 Fax 062531489 A IIcations close 16 December 1994 
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p----- ----- .. 
• • ICOM! 

The tCOM "GX" ... 
Brilliant! 

Light-years ahead of all 
other UHF radios the 
new ICOM GX is a re
markable little radio. 

Smaller, lighter & more 
features than any other 
UHF radio. Why not dis
cover the innovative fea-
tures for yourself! 

" New ergonomic 
design. 

III1III1 " Smaller size. " 25% lighter 
than the 40G. 

" Free Selcall 
installed. 

" Programmable 
one touch scan. 

" ICOM 12 month 
guarantee. 

Be Quick - Limited supply. 

ICOM GX ONL Y ..... $ 590 
PLUS, Freeemereency battery 

pack, 1994 oraer5 only! 
Protective soft cover case $26 
ICOM ulltralite headset $99 

ANSETT NEXT DAY' DELIVERY $16 

ICOM A20 HANDHELD 
Own an ICOM A-20 air-band radio 
and fly legal !! Full 760 channels. 

A-20MK11 ONL Y ... $ 695 
ANSETT NEXT DAY' DELIVERY $18 

UFM UPDATED CATALOGUE 
OUT NOW - ASK FOR YOUR 

FREE COPY!! 

Order by phone/fax or mail with your 

credit card. Cheque or COD also OK. 

All prices quoted tax exempt. 

UL TRAUGHT FLYING 
MACHINES 

PO BOX 182 
NORTH BALWYN, 3104 

(03) 431 - 2131 
(03) 744 - 1305 

24 HR FAX (03) 431-1869 

I 

• 
I 
I 

I 

• • • 

.. _---- ----_ .. 
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BACK PROTECTOR 
The latest in Carbon / Kevlar Backplates has been developed by Future Wings 
Paragliding and Australian Racing Composites for safer flying. 
It's unique properties and flexibility allow for excellent weight shift flying, better 
back support and the kevlar composite provides maximum penetration resistance. 
In addition to this, a comfortable layer of 30mlm medium density EVA foam 
offers excellent shock absorbing qualites. 

* Designed and Manufactured in Australia 
* Weigbs only 720 grams 
* Retail Price only $160.00 
* Call Mark Mitsos at : 

Future Wings Paragliding 

Ph / Fax (042) 949065 
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The 
Difference 

Between Life 
And Death 

By Glenn (Chuck) Connor 

Question: What price is there 
on life? 

Answer: There is no price; 
the price itself is life. 

Are you competent in fust aid? Read on and 
I will narrate a true story of a recent experience 
I had which may change your whole perception 
of First Aid. 

For those people who don ' t know me, I 
have been hang gliding for about 11 years and 
a certified instructor for about 7 years. I operate 
Skybound Hang Gliding School at Stanwell 
Park on a part time basis. I have had extensive 
training in First Aid through The Surf Life 
Saving Club and my work in which I am a 
Police Rescue Operator, which involves train
ing with Paramedics and Ambulance Officers. 

On Saturday 12 November 1994 I was do
ing Instructional Tandem Flights at Stanwell 
Park. One of the students I was to tandem was 
Melissa, who was 26 years of age. Melissa had 
been ringing for several weeks to book a tan
dem flight. Whilst taIking to Melissa she in
fonned me that she had a minor condition of 
high blood pressure in the lungs when she over 
exerted herself. She further infonned me that 
she had been abseiling and rock climbing and 
that hang gilding would not be a problem. The 
flight was carried out for 40 minutes witll 
Melissa having a great time and smiling con
tinuously. We landed in the Park without inci
dent and I carried tile glider back to start 
disassembly. 

Melissa was taIking with her father and 
motller about tile flight when she suddenly 
collapsed. I ran over to assist. On assessing 
Melissa, I saw she was turning blue and ap
peared to have stopped breathing. I sent 
Melissa's father around to the Surf Club for 
assistance and arranged for an ambulance to be 
contacted. I laid Melissa over onto her back and 
checked for breathing and a pulse, both of 
which were negative. I immediately com
menced I man C.P.R. (Cardio Pulmonary Re
suscitation). I continued C .P.R for about 3 
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minutes when another man came to assist me, 
wiili which we commenced two man C.P.R. 
After about 5 minutes from the time Melissa 
collapsed she started breailiing again and her 
colour was coming back to nonnal. At this stage 
several members of the Surf Club arrived with 
Oxy Viva equipment which was used to assist 
Melissa with her breailiing. By the time ambu
lance officers arrived Melissa was almost com
pletely recovered and she walked to the 
ambulance. I am extremely happy to report that 
Melissa made a total recovery and was resting 
at home that afternoon. 

After sitting at home that afternoon and 
sipping on a few quiet brown lemonades, I 
started thinking about the incident. 

I am of the opinion that there are two ex
tremely important assets that we need in a life 
threatening situation such as this incident, 

I : STAY CALM. How can you think 
straight and perfonn actions to the best of 
your ability when you are in a state of 
panic. Your demeanour and actions will 
flow through to the victim. 

2: KNOWLEDGE. It is irreplaceable in a 
crisis situation. If you are totally focussed 
and confident of ilie knowledge you need 
to perfonn an action, you will do it auto
matically. 

After reading this 
story I hope you can look 
at your knowledge of flrst 

'As an instructor of hang 

gliding it is mandatory to 

have First Aid training, but 

as a family man, I think it 

is also mandatory ... ' 

in the air. There is no set guidelines as to 
whether operators of Hang Gliding Schools are 
required to ask for a certiflcate should they be 
infonned of an illness, whatever it may be. We 
are offering a service to the general public. Do 
we have the right to say, "No, I can' t take you 
for a tandem hang glide because you have high 
blood pressure or related illnesses" . As for 
teaching a student to fly I, for one, would not 
teach fuem if they suffered from a possible 
illness which could be life threatening. illti
mately the decision comes down to fue operator 
of the School if he/she takes that person for a 
tandem flight. In future, should any passenger 
infonn me of any illness I will be asking for a 
clearance from a Doctor before they go for a 
tandem, for although the risk is entirely fueirs 
and the indemnity fonn has to acknowledge fue 
fact iliat fuey have an illness, it's just not worth 

it! ~ 

~41, 
~~LI. 

aid and justly ask your
self, "Do I know flrst 
aid"? and if you don ' t, I 
urge you to gain knowl-

WINGSPOBTS FLIGHT 

edge ofit,wheilier it be by 
simply reading books or 
attaining your St lolms 
Ambulance Certiflcates, 
(highly recommended). 
Don't think, "IT WON'T 
HAPPEN TO ME". 

As an instructor of 
hang gliding it is manda
tory to have First Aid 
training, but as a family 
man,I thinkitisalso man
datory, because I would 
like to think tllat if my 
child was injured or in a 
life threatening situation I 
could help him. 

Anoilier side to this 
story is ilie question of re
quiring Doctor's certifl
cates for passengers in 
tandem operations. AI
tllough tlus incident was 
not related to the actual 
flight itself, tllink if a pas
senger has a heart attack 

A CAD E II Y ON THE .. aUT OCEAX aOA. 

~ .. ;;::~ . 

COlli AND FLY WITH US THIS SUMMER I 
SERV .. ;ES INCLUDE: 

Plntroductory Courses 
PNovice Certificate Courses 
PTandem Instructional Flights 
PTrike Introductory Flights 
PTrike Training to Solo Level 
PTowing Endorsements 
PAdvanced Cross Country Courses 
PFree Equipment Checks and 

Advice 
PEquipment Sales, Service & Demo 

Moyes Delta Gliders 
Airborne Trikes 
Edel Paragliders 
Sjostrom Instruments 
lcom Radios 

Hans van Santen & Fiona Waddington 
PO Box 230, Apollo Bay, VIC 3233 

Tel: 052-376486 or 018-378616 
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Off the Elephant's 
"mm'" tho ronten~. It w"' '" imitation to be Ii 0 
a Comp Director. It was his dream come true. ~ 

By Nick Dil/ane 

It was another of those Jarman 
dreams. "Where?", they were asking 
him ... "Where would you like it?" He 
was standing on a soccer pitch, set on 
the edge of a lake, looking up at a 
craggy volcanic ridge. And he found 
himself pointing up at a distant, re
mote peak as the assembled few re
spectfully followed his gaze. "There," 
he heard his own voice ... "I want it 

He looked up, cautiously, to ~e if an~o.ne el~ t!'!.O 
in the office had caught him practismg his 
omnipotent god-like frown. ~ 

And so it happened. Twenty-five or so Aus- ? 
tralians took advantage of generous discounts 
offered on airfares, glider transport and accom
modation. They found themselves, with as
sorted partners, parents and offspring, a handful 
of Kiwis, Europeans, two Russians and a Japa-

able parcel of land is given over to rice cultiva
tion, and (luckily for us) at this time of year, 
most of the fields are fallow, and therefore dry. 
The foothills of the 2 volcanoes which lie to the 

nese as well as 10 or 50 Indonesia pilots in the east and west have been transformed over the 

there. " 

And 10, as he turned away he heard the 
rumble of heavy machinery beginning to move 
rock and earth at his word. And when he looked 
again, he beheld that the natural contour had 
become ordered. It was raised. It was rein
forced. It had a wooden ramp suspended from 
its new rock wall, a road built to its very steps. 
It was good. It was launch. 

And they said unto him, "Yea, now will they 
come from far and wide aru:I from Australia. 
And they will spread their wings and leap from 
this launch and they will perform miracles. And 
it shall be the Gajah Mangkur Cup. And you 
shall walk amongst them and lead them onto 
great things. Yea, you shall be called Comp 
Director. It shall be so." ... and then he woke up. 

Later that day at work at HGFA HQ, Ian 
was making another appointment with his psy
choanalyst, "Yes, it happened again, another of 
those damned God dreams," when the mail 
arrived. On top of the pile was a letter with an 
Indonesian postmark. He slit it open and 

Attention/ ! 

central Javanese city of Solo, preparing for the 
Indonesian Open, the Gajah Mangkur Cup. 

Just getting there was a memorable experi-
ence. I won' t forget the looks on the faces of 
the baggage handlers at Brisbane airport as 
Glen McLeod, Dave Redman and I walked in 
with our unwieldy glider tubes. Or the sight of 
the numerous large gaily coloured kites flying 
at several hundred feet all around Denpaser 
airport as our Garuda flight descended through 
the stiff sea breeze. 

Solo was the location for the competition 
HQ. It is a large, clean (as Indonesian cities go) 
and pleasant city, proud 
of its strong cultural tra-
dition, and boasting 2 
palaces , several mar-
kets, museums, a multi
tude of eating places, 
several good hotels and 
many accommodation 
facilities of a simpler, 
cheaper standard. It is 
set on the flat plain of a 
large river, on which 
rice fields stretch in all 
directions. Every avail-

All Trike PUots & Students 
If you haven't got a copy of 

Sky Cycles' Weight Shift Aircraft Training Program, read on!! 

This program is a CAA approved study program, especially 
written for trike students arid instructors. 

]t is designed to be used as a self-study coW"se, taking you from your 
first TIF flight, right through to your unrestricted licence. 

Practice Exams, with answers, are supplied for Rules of the Air, 
Basic Aeronautical and Extended Operations. 

Instructors: This manual will make yoW" technique easier and 
yoW" students' learning more comprehensive. 

Video Available 
For your copy, phone us at 

Sky Cycles, 14 Northent Ave, 
~lentone,~ic.3194 
Phone: 03 587 5975 
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centuries into spectacular terracing, and all by 
hand. To look at it makes one wonder how come 
they didn' t invent the bobcat earlier. Dotted all 
over the plain are clusters of houses, called 
kampongs where the folk who work in the 
fields live. They all look the same ... no, not the 
people, the villages, from the air as do the fields 
and roads, so fmding suitable tumpoints for the 
comp was one oflan 's first challenges. 

About 40 km to the south of Solo is the 
rough volcanic ride of which Ian dreamt. It is 
called Gajah Mungkur, which can be loosely 
translated as "Elephant's Bottom" . It was 

The new launch 
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roughly E-W and overlooks a large man-made 
lake over which the sea-breeze can be seen to 
advance every afternoon. A small peak just in 
front of and below the main ridge is the afore
mentioned launch, seemingly inaccessible, but 
reached by a newly built road up from the valley 
floor. Jutting into the lake is the only piece of 
level ground visible from launch, a soccer 
pitch, bordered on 3 sides by water and on the 
fourth by trees. It looked from launch like a 
really good reason to go over the back. 

There were 3 practice days before the comp 
began. These referred to the need to practice 
setting up in a crowded dusty hot area atlaunch, 
to practice fmding your way back home from 
wherever you might land without being able to 
use the spoken word to communicate with the 
locals, to practice staying in one piece when 
cycling in the Solo traffic (to which applying 
the word anarchic is an understatement), and 
the practice it took the organisers to set up a 
working (and punctual) transport system for 
gliders and pilots to and from launch and bomb 

out. 

By the third day, the Canungra contingent 
were very worried about Dave Redman. He was 
wasting away. Only a few spoonfuls of boiled 
rice and some water had passed his lips. Insuf
ficient to sustain a potential champion's frame 
and brain. Oh no, I tell a lie; there was the pack 
of breakfast cereal he had smuggled in from 
home. Dave was playing it safe, a victim of Jon 
Durand's scare stories about food-borne dis-

eases like Deli Belly, Indonesian Incontinence 
and Javanese-just-made-it-in-time. Maybe the 
puppet show we performed with the baked 
pigeon beaks on the frrst night didn't help. 
Luckily we found a place that cooked a form of 
pizza, and managed to build Dave up again in 
time for .. . 

There were marching bands, Karate squads, 
dancing girls, folk dancers, crowds, parachut
ists, soldiers, local dignitaries and military top 
brass, and a bunch of completely gobsmacked 
overseas pilots looking at it all. I wonder ifwe 
can get the guy who bit the head off the snake 
for the Canungra Classic? 

The Opening Ceremony 
Next morning the competition began. 

What can I say to describe this to you? The 
bomb out field was a blaze offlags and banners. 

Briefmg at comp HQ in Solo, and then we'd 
load gliders either onto hired minibuses or onto 

COMPACT 

ONSHORE PARA GLIDERS 
CHALLENGER C 
Demanding performance forthe ambitious pilot - low minimum sink rate, high trim speed, 
large speed range with flat polar curve due to a special speed system and easy handling 
make the CHALLENGER C an exceptional paraglider for XC and competition flying. 
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots, 
challenging cross country flights and competitions. 

Latest development in the new Advanced-intermediate class with elegant look. Convincing 
appearance and ever simple launching charaderistics besides unaitical fliglt behaviours -
typical PRO DESIGN features. ''High performance is no more a {Xivi/ege foroompetition pilots!" 
COMPACT - the symbiOSis of fun, know-how and brilliant performance. 
For the ambitious recreational pilot. 

CHALLENGER CLASSIC 

A firmly proofed oonception of Intermediate Class Glider fills with enthusiasm! Well 
balanced and simple characteristics with attradive performance. A special and easy to 
handle speed system extends the speed range efficiently and comes as standard. 
CHALLENGER CLASSIC - for nev.wmers as 'Nell as recreational pilots WJo search for 
stressless pleasure in fliglt. 

Huge range of demonstration, used and superseded canopies at prices starting from $800! 

December 1994 

GARRY STEVENSON 
10 Cantala Drive, Jan-juc, Vic, 3228, Phone 018351389 BH, AHIFax 052616555 

*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase *** 
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Philips P65 

UHF 
Compact 
Portable 

CB Radio 

Powerful Performance 

With its optional high power battery the P65 
can transmit at up to 5 watts to meet the 
most demanding applications. 

Personal & Portable 

Weighing only 300 grams and with compact 
dimensions, the P65 fits neatly into your 
pocket or comfortably on your belt. 

Positively Practical 

Packed full of practical features plus a wide 
range of accessories, the p65 keeps pace 
with your every need . 

For a detailed brochure plus 
information on our introductory 
offer, contact the specialist 
dealer, Melbourne Paragliding 
Centre on 03 882 4130 or write 
to PO BOX 3010 Auburn, 3123. 

e PHILIPS 

the airforce truck, climb into a bus, fonn up a 
convoy behind a white jeep manned by 4 very 
smart military policemen and set off through 
the city towards launch. Now I described 
Solonese traffic as anarchy before, but it seems 
as if there are some rules. Under the Indonesian 
Road Traffic Act, it seems, there is nothing that 
has higher priority over other traffic than a hang 
gliding convoy headed by a military police jeep 
with ~ siren howling or red light flashing 
(I say either because on this jeep they wouldn' t 
work simultaneously). As we swept majesti
cally out of the city, claiming absolute and 
unequivocal right of way through junctions, 
roundabouts and red lights, other vehicles 
would fall away to either side to let us through. 
While we stopped for nothing, the locals would 
stop and stare. And smile and wave. 

At launch some of the local men were ap
pointed as official caddies to carry the gliders 
the last 100 yards up the steps to the set up area, 
to save the highly tuned athletes from breaking 
into a sweat. I carried my own on the first day 
only. 

And so the competition began. It was hot, 
dry and very hazy. Smoke from stubble fires 
formed an inverted layer up to around 6,000 
feet. 

The thermals averaged between 200-400 
fpm and the days varied from blue to well-de
veloped. All the tasks set by Ian involved get
ting up in front of the ridge to dive over the back 
onto the flat plain to perform straight line, 
dog-leg, out-and-retum, zig-zag courses and 
one open distance (when the Indonesian 
sailplane distance record was broken, to the 
delight of the organisers). On some days one 
would seek maximum height at the ridge; on 
others a desperate dive over the back into rotor 
was in order, to avoid getting stuck when the 
sea breeze arrived. 

Landing paddocks were plentiful. Dry, sun
baked empty rice paddies (don' t try the green 
ones unless you're wearing thigh length waders 

and you mount your instruments at the top of 
your upright, eh Jon?) With few powerlines or 
fences. And none of this cross country solitude 
of packing up on your own. Before you' ve 
switched off your vario, a local youth or two 
would be standing a few yards off, watching 
shy ly. Step out of your harness, turn around and 
five other locals would have appeared from 
nowhere. By the time you've pulled out the first 
batten there are thirty, with another fifty of all 
ages hurrying along the narrow low mud wall 
paths on foot, bicycle and moped from all di
rections to come to look and smile and maybe 
practise a little English. Usually limited to 
Hallo Mister! I wonder how many will remem
ber lesson two: G 'day Mate! These gentle, 
happy, inquisitive crowds of peasant folk are 
one of my best memories of the week. It's a bit 
lonely packing up after an XC flight now. I 
wonder what the Import Duty on a small crowd 
would be? 

At goal, a larger crowd would be applaud
ing every landing, jabbering to each other as 
they spotted incoming gliders, oohing and aa
hing Glen McLeod's crowd pleasing win
govers. Yes, landing can be fun. 

Most of the Indonesian pilots who were 
familiar with the Gajah Mungkur ridge as a 
good soaring venue were amazed to see all 
these overseas pilots turn up and promptly pop 
over the back and distribute themselves widely 
across the countryside. Not to be outdone, they 
were soon joining us and rapidly acquiring 
cross country skills with great pleasure. 

There appeared to be two sorts of Indone
sian pilot. The well off type flying an Xtralite 
or often relatively new glider, or the "battler" 
flying a well worn GTR or even older model in 
a well-loved harness. Their flying wasofagood 
standard overall with only one pilot giving 
cause for concern to other pilots in a couple of 
situations. 

Roy Sadewo, their best pilot, was quite 
comfortable amongst the top ten. 

Now guys, on the count a/three ... 
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tition. They set up sponsorship with Garuda 
Airlines, local hotels and the tourist board 
which any Australian comp would kill for, in
valuable assistance and hardware from the local 
airforce base. They played host and translator 
and tourist guide, and they created a smoothly 
run international competition with little or no 
previous experience. Oh yes, I think Ian Jarman 
had something to do with it too. A special thank 
you goes to the rescue crew who heroically 
manned the rubber ducky which chugged duti
fully around the lake near the bomb out, all day 
every day, following underneath each pilot who 
made an approach over the water, ready to 
snatch pilot and machine from the warm shal
low water. Somehow it seems a shame they 
weren't needed. 

The victors: Jon Durand, Dave Redman, Craig Docherty 
and Darryl Franklin 

So, to sum it up, it was hot, dusty, hazy, 
inverted. The people speak a gabbling foreign 
language and have a totally different concept of 
road safety and of sanitation. The food is not at 
all similar to hamburger, KFC or meat and 2 
veg, the landing paddocks can either drown you 
or snap your ankle and you can't buy beer in 
cartons. When they hold the next Indonesian 
Open my advice is, DON'T GO. I want it all to 
myself. ~ 

On the first day, Ian Clark from New Zea
land, the youngest pilot competing took the 
honours. Flying consistently through the week, 
he held the lead against all comers. The top 10 
pilots quietly became evident and all remained 
in fairly close contention, but by the last day 
only Dave Redman had a distant chance of 
catching Ian. Some well thought out and unsel
fish team tactics from the other Australian "De
velopment" Team members , under the 
coaching of guru Graeme Etherton (himself an 
unIud.]' victim of a stomach bug) sufficed to 
squeeze Dave into first place by the merest 
whisker (4 points out of 5380!). 

Another magnificent ceremony followed in 
which the glistening trophies were presented to 
proud pilots along with inconspicuous enve
lopes packed with US dollars. This was the day 
I turned pro. Chests ftlled with pride, the Aus
tralian Developmental Team, Flash Redman, 
Craig Docherty, Jon Durand and Darryl Frank
lin stepped up to accept the team trophy. And 
then it was over and thoughts turned home
wards. 

A couple of days later a handful of pilots 
still in town were lucky enough to be taken up 
to a launch high up on one of the nearby volca
noes. At 4,500 ' ASL, it was about 1500' or so 
below the top, with views down through the 
haze over terraced fields and villages. It was a 
day to remember. We flew about 25 km, taking 

5 thermals to reach our arranged goal when we 
probably could have made it in a straight glide. 
When we got there we found the best lift we'd 
had all week. 1000' up with one of the many 
dust devils ripping out of an entire soccer sta
dium. We landed beside a small roadside temple 
to be surrounded by the usual curious, happy 
crowd. 

As I was packing up, a grinning man asked 
me, "Dari mana?" 
(Where you from?) 
"Dari Australie," I 
replied. His face 
turned suddenly se
rious as he looked 
again at my glider 
and back at me and 
said, "Berapa hari?" 
(How many 
days?) ... 

Sky Cycles Ply Ltd 

This article 
would be incom
plete without a few 
words of admira
tion and thanks to 
the small group of 
entllUsiastic, help
ful and friendly 
people, mostly pi
lots, who organised 
and ran the compe-

New Products 

Naw Product 1 
Worried about all the 582 engine 
failures? We now have a cheap and 
accurate method of checking bearing 
wear and actually predicting and, 
therefore, preventing failure. 
Developed by Cyclone, It can measure 
wear In both cylinders in about 5 
minutes. You can do this at 5 or 10 
hourly Intervals, and log bearing 
clearance. Once bearing tolerance is 
outside acceptable limits, wear 
increases rapidly and failure will 
soon occur. 
This product is a must for any serious 
pilat or Aotax mechanic. It will 
measure 277, 377, 447, 462, 532, 
503 and 582 engines. Prlca $175.00. 

New Product 2 

"How It Works" 

Static Twin Drum Winch based on the German Koch, 
VW motor, guillotine, tension meters, multi strand wire -
POA 

Cyclone also has a prop balancer available. It comes with the 
balance weights. You can balance a prop In a few minutes and 

rebalance it every time it goes out with minimum effort. 

Phone or fax us for full spec sheets. 

Sky Cycles 'ty lt~, 14 Northern Ave, 
Moorabbln Airport, Mentone Vic 3194 please contact Chris Boyce 

telephone (042) 942 545 
facsimile (042) 943 188 
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Ph: 03 587 5975, Fax 03 587 5976, Mb: 018336346 
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A Few Notes on 
Safety and 
Regulation 

.. LISe. ~~ 
Actl W •• p. ' . . 

By Mike Zupanc 

The system of safety in Australia can be 
categorised into 3 basic groups. Firstly the 

up-front hands on processes of the National 
Safety System and Sports Medicine/First Aid. 
Secondly, there is the more theoretical behind
the-scenes work on control of airworthiness 
and reviewing accident statistics. Hopefully by 
which the National Safety System will run 
smoothly and there will be less reliance on 
Sports Medicine and First Aid! Lastly, there is 
the general overview and regulatory bodies 
comprising of the HGF A Operational standards 
and CAA ' s standards and regulations. 

All this sounds great in theory, but in prac
tice, it is not working, as there have been a 
number of serious accidents already this year 
which have taken a drastic toll on both people 
and property. 

Maybe we have become complacent within 
this regulated environment. Maybe this is just 
a tragic run of bad luck, maybe a combination 
of the two or maybe something different alto
gether. The only defmite thing we need to do is 
to take a good look at ourselves and look at what 

we are doing when we've got a 
hang glider strapped to our backs. 

On the official front, efforts to 
reduce accidents will be happening on a variety 
of areas within the flying regime. 

Firstly the schools 

To try to create a safer learning environ
ment and to then foster a responsible long term 
attitude amongst the new pilots. 

CertifICation and Operational Standards 
There is a need for an effective safety sys

tems manual, blended in with the Operations 
Manual, along with towing guidelines and 
powered hang gliding and paragliding to fonn 
a complete and simple document on hang glid
ing in Australia. Certification standards need to 
be expanded to include helmets and harnesses. 
We need to be more aware of the Australian 
glider certification standards as well as interna
tional standards. That way, we know what 
we' re flying with and we know how our own 
equipment stacks up against other gear avail
able elsewhere. 

Use of Airspace 

We need to blend in witll otller airspace 
users much more. General aviation is steadily 
increasing and other fonns of aviation are on 
the increase. Ifwe can co-operate, we can pros
per. Ifwe can share resources to lobby govern
ments and commercial air users. Real benefits 
may be achieved, especially as a lot of our sites 
are under even increasing pressure from devel
opment and liability concerns from land
owners. Multi-use airparks should be looked at 
more and more. 

Lastly and most importantly, we need to 
keep sight of the fact that flying is supposed to 
be fun, and the aviation facets of hang gliding, 
paragliding and trikes are supposed to be the 
most free fonn of aviation around, so get out 
there and do some! 

NB: Mike is a HGFA Board member whose 
'Portfolio' deals with the above-mentioned is
sues. ~ 

SIMPLY THE LIGHTEST, TOUGHEST, MOST EFFICIENT, QUIETEST 
AND SMOOTHEST-RUNNING PROP AVAILABLE! 

• Corbon/Graphite fibre composite • Reassemble from 3 to 2-blade in field. 
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Colours: 
Block {$kX1dord} 
Neal S15 axtro
Line green 
Ffench Blue 
Orogon Red 
CanayYeIow 
TIger Ora"lge 
Arctic 'M1ite 
Hot PnIcJ 

• Ground/lnflight Adjustable opt1ons 
• Low rotational Inertia 
• Blades protected by steel leeding edges 
• No protractor or pitch blocks needed 

Hlgh-gloss Gel-coot finish 

Stoo 
2-Blade: $460 
Spinner: $65 
In-flight Pitch Adjustable: $1275 

• Pitch varies in flight for lower cruise RPM 
• Improved aerodynamic design 
• Blades individually replaceable. 
• 48" to 72" dIameter 
• Rts Rotax gearbox pattern 

Helmets/Heods8ts/lntereoms 
AsIc us about the new Aerial PumJits 
10009 of h9lmen. head:len and 
iltercoms tor ultraligt1t oo::rott. "!he 
new #ondord in comfclt and 
reliable c:orntrunicctb1s at on 
atfcrdoble pricel 

John Amor, Ivoprop Australia. 79 Canterbury Rd, Blackbum 3130. 
Tel: BH: (03)877 6047 AH: (03)802 2682 FAX: (03)894 2924 
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Certification Area - Aspect Wing Speed Glide 
Glider AfnorlDHV plan -plan loadi~~ (kmlh) angle 

(kg/m 
GLIDE 

Apco Supra 30 10A, 18/3 30.2 5.00 3.1 35 6.9 

ANGLES Nova Sphinx 1285 11A,1C 30.6 5.24 3.2 35 6 .9 
Airwave Rave 29 11A, ,6 32.8 5.23 3.0 35 6,9 
Paratech P5 11A 16 27,5 5.10 3.6 . 36 6.9 
Edel Rainbow 28 8A, 16 1C 32.0 5.23 3.1 35 6,9 
Up Katana 51 10A, 18/3 31 .5 5.10 3.2 32 6.7 The Tests Tell 

All! 
Firebird Navaio 28 9A, 16, 1C 27.7 5.50 3,6 37 6.5 

An article translated from Gleitschirm Magazine 
by Godfrey Wenness 

Everybody at some point or another has been involved in a discussion 
about glide angles. I personally began to wonder about the real differ
ences between claimed and actual glides last season. DUring long glides 
at the Corryong Nationals on the pre-comp days the EPSIWN 29 I was 
flying was only marginally (50 feet or so in height over afew /an s) out 
done by high performance gliders like the Sphinx and Rave. The claimed 
glide for mine was 6.5 whilst the others were quoting 7.5+. One whole 
glide point more should have made for more of a noticeable difference -
something was definitely fishy here! When I spoke to the editor of 
Gleitschirm magazine in March this year he mentioned that they had a 
glide angle test underway and that the early results were quite interesting. 
They were printed just recently and were indeed interesting ..... 

In the hang glider scene manufacturers have now all but dropped 
quotes of glide angles in their literature. The claims when made were 
usually over done with the hope that more sales would result Unfortu
nately the same ground is being covered by paraglider manufactur-
ers. It would be a shame if for this reason this performance figure 
was lost all together. With this test Gleitschirm wanted to bring back 
the glide angle and best LID speed in a realistic form. We wanted to 
know how good and fast the newly certified high performance 
gliders with the big claims really were .. . 

The methods - accurate and inaccurate. 
The method using flown distance compared to height loss is 

totally inaccurate. The movement of the atmosphere massively 
falsifies the results. Completely still air does not exist. Even just a 
tail wind of 5km/h lifts a glide of 7 at 35 krnIh a full point! 

The best we can do is to measure 5 - 10 glides in absolutely quiet 
air for speed and sink rates in order to detennine a glide angle. In 
the search for the right concept we looked over the shoulders of 
glider pilots. They compare test gliders to previously measured ones 
over a predetermined test length. A glide angle can be extrapolated 
from height/distance data obtained with both gliders flying simulta
neously. This is possible as both are flying through the same airmass 
with the same head/tail 'wind and lift/sink variables. 

For the reference glider we used a North Sails Swan 25 which 
was extensively trialled over an entire winter season. Its 6.9 glide 
was used as the basis for our testing. The test flights consisted of a 
lake crossing in winter on the stil!est possible days. For the meas
urements we used 3 wind luruIel calibrated Aircotec Primus with 
Baro Plus. During the flights the speed and sink rates were saved 
every second and temporary heights logged when required. 

The test protocol 

In order to determine wing loading each pilot was checked for 
all-up weight prior to every flight. Immediately after launch Ule 2 
test gliders were positioned on eiUler side of Ule reference glider -
with wing tips lined up. On 'GO' each pilot saved the current altitude 
and the co-ordinates on GPS. For aerodynamic reasons Ule test pilots 
both used Ule same harness from Sup'Air. With the same seating 
position each flew best glide and ensured Ulat wakes and wing tip 
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vortices were avoided. Apart from the Supra, which needs 30% speed 
bar, the other gliders were flown at trim speed as per the manufacturers' 
recommendation. All of the gliders were standard and certified - see table. 
On overflying the goal (usually with 10 - 50 metres left) the pilots saved 
the heights again and then all the measurements were in Ule bag .... 

All that was then needed was some calculations for the glide angle 
to be found. Due to the limited number of suitable days only one usable 
flight per glider was made. Any flights that showed anomalies were 
rejected and repeated. Due to this a figure rounded to the nearest 2/10 
was used. Using these methods we managed to come up with objective 
and reliable figures. However small inaccuracies can still occur. 

The results 
We were expecting a bunch up at the top end of the scale, but the 

identical results for so many high performance gliders were a surprise. 
The Firebird Navajo 28 and UP Katana 51 were clearly behind the rest. 
To put everything into perspective though, 0.1 difference in glide angles 
is, over a distance of 4 kms (the distance we flew) only 7 - 8 metres in 
height! 

In the future we will test the latest available high performance gliders 
on a regular basis. ,. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
Skycycles supply the 
largest range of microlight 
aircraft to the Australian 
market. Our experience in the 
microlight industry in 
Australia is second to none. 
John Goodrich (Managing Director) has been flying 
weightshift aircraft for 20 years, and involved with trikes since 
they became available here. We have owned, flown, sold and 
instructed on most types, including Arrow, Edge 582, Skylink 
532, Pegasus XL, Pegasus a, Quasar and now Quantum in 
that order. All aircraft are different, each have certain 
advantages, usually these are not apparent until using one in a 
school environment or owning one for a while. Choosing an 
aircraft can be a tricky business as we know its a major 
investment. 

My advice to new customers is to do some training, say at 
least 5-10 hours, then try a few of the models available before 
buying. This allows the customer to make an informed choice 
as the difference between models is quite remarkable and 
different people suit different trikes. It is best to make the 
correct choice the first time, so put on your must fly list these 
current models: 

1 Pegasus XL ($16,900) 
2 Airborne Edge ($20,500) 
3 Mainair Mercury ($18,500) 
4 Pegasus Quantum ($21 ,500) 

Models have approxiamate prices in brackets 

Phone us to arrange a test flight in WA, SA, NSW or QLD. 
Skycycles - 14 Northern Ave, MOORABIN AIRPORT. VIC 

(03) 587 5975 Fax (03) 587 5976 
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A Flight Of Firsts 
By Robert (the ULTRA-Novice) 
Sexstone 

'I tried to resist the urge to 

talk to anyone and anything 

about this great view and this 

great new feeling of actually 

flying somewhere. ' 

Saturday the second last day of the 
State Competition (WA) saw a virtu
ally nil wind and a wannish morning. 
Definitely a good day for a XC flight. 
After a very kind offer from Scourge's 
Leftovers and boredom from being goal 
officer one too many times, I decided to 
have a few more practice tows before the 

day got too lumpy for the likes of me . 
.. --------------. The usual thing, tow to lOOOft above the 

'1eE1II HEADSET FOR paddock, fly back to land and hook up. The 

HANG GLIDERS & closest thing to touch and go a hang glider can 
- get. Nil wind saw me doing some very ungainly 

PARA G LID E R S landings but the practice came in handy. 
The third tow was very smooth until the 

Featuring: very end when I went through a large lump. A 
r-----..".......". ClipNelcro mount quick shout to the driver and I pinned ofT and 

boom mike turned around to try and fmd the thermal. I must 
• Shoulder mount add here that I wasn't very enthused because I 

speaker box have NEVER found any thermals after flying 
• Finger-mount PTT through them. Hang on!! (No pun intended) 

(tiny!) 
• Timed Transmit fo Suddenly by sheer luck I had managed to both 

find the thermal and successfully circle in near 
towing 

proximity to it. 
Introducto offer: $85 Very quickly I manage to gain height to 

IMPROVED TRIKE approximately SOOOftabove the paddock and, 
getting cold feet, I fell out of the thermal and 

INTERCOM. began to stooge around the edge of the paddock. 
EVEN QUI ETE R! I managed to "urn" and "all" for a few minutes 

Walkman Inler1ace 

HSCC-IOO<HCHEADSETS r=: 
RADIO PATCH LEAD 

1\1\
"]ZV ... NTEACOM 

• AdfUliabie SIde tone 

":' ":' . F.',,''''''o "''''' 

IlL BAR MOUNT 00 III STICK MO..NT PTIa 

; ~ 

f-----9 

6;l)@ 
A 29db headset and new noise 

cancelling mikes together with our 
adjustable side tone feature make 
this the best value system around! 

by which time I was at 6000ft and fmally decide 
to make the big step. My f"st XC jligltt. 

Noosa 
and 

Watts Bridge, SE Queensland 

omplete recreational trike system: $920 
Single-seat system : $450 CAA Approved 

Inquiries & orders : 

rieWd 'PUIt4«tt4. 
P.O. Box 1059, Hampton Nth, Vic 3188 

Ph: 03-5970527 Fax: 03-5981302 
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Trike sales, Service & Instruction 
Accommodation available 

Tuition 7 days 

'1306 SifveTj CJ'I 
Joanne Miffar 

(074) 491141; 018 708551 

PO Box 82, Noosaville Qld 4566 

OfTI zoomed into the wild blue yonder with 
no idea where I was going as I didn' t have a 
map. Who needs a map for five minute flights? 
Quickly common sense took over and I looked 
for any major land marks, "I'm going to fly 
between the two lakes" I said to the driver and 
I was away. The road I followed turned out to 
be the road to Piawanning but that I didn' t know 
or care at the time. By the time I had reached 
Piawanning the window had opened for the 
competition and radio traffic became very busy. 
I tried to resist the urge to talk to anyone and 
anything about this great view and this great 
new feeling of actually flying somewhere. 

About this time a revelation had occurred, 
above 6000ft it gets very cold This was empha
sized by the fact that all I was wearing was a 
T-shirt and light pants. A very big thermal took 
me to 1 O,OOOft above paddock but my shivering 
was causing some very interesting noises as the 
glider rattled, squeaked and groaned its way 
along in l400ftlmin up, so I fell very gracefully 
out of the bubble. A T -jwlction loomed over the 
hill and a quick call to the driver for directions, 
"turn left and take the first right" he says. As 
precise as any car I followed those roads while 
steadily losing height. A little way along Bul
barnett Road I am down to 1200ft and I call in 
my position. "What?" shouts the driver with the 
sounds of the tow car being thrashed in the 
background. "Never mind" I answer because by 
this time I was in l200ft ftlmin up. Back up to 
10,OOOft I pulled out from extreme cold after 
trying to keep my hands warm by keeping them 
down the front of my pants. This only seemed 
to put my chances of fatherhood in jeopardy. 

Shortly afterward, I changed chatmel and 
let Jonathan guide me toward the goal paddock 
which was set after I pinned ofT. What a great 
sight those blue canvas markers were!! Once 
again a nil wind landing and I nosed the glider 
in but I was just happy to be on the ground in 
one piece and warm! I felt even better when 
quite a few other pilots did equally interesting 
landings, including Andrew Humphries with a 
demonstration on how to land without leg 
loops. 

That night I didn' t wear out any shoe 
leather because I spent the night floating about 
two inches from tlle ground, especially when 
the results came out. I had flown 74.S km in 2.S 
hours, not bad for a flIst time out of the pad
dock!! 

Many thatlks to Adrian, Scourge's driver 
for tlle difficult job of navigating forme as well 
as towing up aU his tearn members. I still 
chuckle at tlle though of him balancing a map 
between his knees and caning the tow car along 
the track!! I hope to be in the skies again very 
soon. ~ 
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THfI HAT! OHA l 

FLYRI6HT fYJ'1L! ([Jj tIIrJtII! rr 

CHAllENGE A!ft(ftArr 

AIRCRAFT CATEGORY GROUPS (OnFILT!r!OH 
'" CAO 95.10 - UN-CERTIFICATED SINGLE SEATERS 
'" CAO 95 .32 - CERTIFICATED SINGLE AND TWO SEATERS 
'" COMBINED - UNLIMITED SINGLE AND TWO SEATERS 

PILOT CA TEGORY GROUPS 
'" GRADE A - GREATER THAN 400 HOURS 
'" GRADE B - LESS THAN 400 HOURS 
'" MINIMUM ENTRY REQUIREMENT - 50 HRS TOTAL FLIGHT TIME 

NOTE: ALL SPI & CFI 'S WILL BE CLASSIFIED AS GRADE A 

MINIMUM PILOT REQUIREMENTS 
• CURRENT HGFA MEMBERSHIP • EXTENDED OPERATIONS ENDORSEMENT 
• CURRENT MEDICAL CERTIFICATE • PASSENGER CARRYING ENDORSEMENT 
• HGFA I AUF PILOT CERTI FI CATE • RADIOTELEPHONE OPERATORS ENDORSEMENT 

FEBRUARY 23RD-28TH 1995 

COMP£TITION £V£NT'S 
.. FLIGHT PATH MANAGEMENT 

BALLOON BURST 
.. FINAL APPROACH/LANDING 

PRECISION LANDING 
.. TEAM EVENTS 

PYLON RACING 
FLOWER BOMB SHORT FIELD / FULL STOP ASSEMBLY / DIS-ASSEMBLY 
STREAMER CUT 

.. NAVEX .. INSTRUCTOR EVENT 
SEVEN LITRE BURN-OUT 

.. AIRCRAFT 
NAVIGATIONAL TASKS CONCOURS D'ELEGANCE 

O{fflLft $5{)){)){)):J ffOf(rtll or Pf(!ZILJ 6 JPOII/JOf(JtII!? 
ALL HGFA & AUF PILOTS WELCOME - INDIVIDUAL EVENT PRIZES EVERY DAY !! 

ROYAL NEWCASTLE AERO CLUB - RUTHERFORD 
OVERNIGHT STAY AWAY FROM RUTHERFORD AIRFIELD FOR NAVEX WILL BE NECESSARY 

CAMPING FREE OR ACCOMMODATION INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM NEWCASTLE TOURIST BUREAU 
MUST HAVE OWN GROUND CR EW SUPPORT 

PILOT ENTRY FEE $125.00 AIRCRAFT SCRUTINEERIN6 FEE $ 25.00 
CLfT HERE 

PRELIMINARY REGISTRATION FORM 

NAME :,. .. .................. .. .. ... ... ... .. ...... ....... ......... ADDRESS : .... ..... ... .... ... ....... .... .... ....... .............. ......... .... ......... .... ..... .. . 

HGFA / AUF NO : .... .. .. ..... ... .. ... TOTAL PILOT HOURS :...... .. .. .. .. ..... YOUR INSTRUCTOR : ................................ .. 

AIRCRAFT TYPE :........... .. ........ ... .. .. .. ..... ... .... ...... .. .... .... ... .... ........... .. . REGO NO : .. ..... ...... .. ........ ...... ......... .. ....... .... . 
PLEASE FORWARD THIS PRELIMINARY APPLICATION FORM TO: 

FLYRIGHT AVIATION C/- LOCHINVAR POST OFFICE. LOCHINVAR. NSW. 2321 
FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT CHRIS OR JOHANNE ON TELEPHONE : 018 - 490622 ANYTIME. 

INFORMATION PACK AVAILABLE 1ST JANUARY 1995 



Moyes Delta Gliders, 173 Bronte Road, Waverley 2024 NSW, Australia, 1 





851 
....... ~ .......... · •. ~ ...... i ........ $75.00 

16 pamgIIder rescue system ~~ f)a9k) , •• !~. $629.34 
1°16 hang glider rescue system ................... m ...................... " •• $545.07 

Sjostrom AIti.weteIWario 11<. .. .., .................................. . 

Camera moont ........................... ..-......................... " ...... ,'tlr .. "' ... $51.32 
Qverriight coutierseMce $10.00 



1 Pilot 
:Development, 

Awards and 

Records 
By Jenny Ganderton 

Are you keen to test your fly
ing skills but due to time fac
tors and other commitments, 
unable to get to competitions? 
Then maybe the F AI awards 

are for you. 

I was elected to the HGFA board early last 
year. For pilots who do not know me I will 
introduce myself and tell you a little of my 
invol vement in Hang Gliding. 

I learned to fly hang gliders in England in 
1980. I rapidly became addicted to the sport, 
and soon began to fly in competitions. 

I travelled to Europe, Australia and USA 
flying in competitions and arrived back in Eng
land with no money, no job and a new glider on 
order! The only solution was to work for the 
manufacturer for a while. This was valuable 
experience, but not fmancially viable! 

In 1987 I enllgrated to Australia and be
came an Australian citizen two years later. I 
have represented Australia in several women's 
competitions, and am involved in the organisa
tion of the Flatlands competition. 

At the first planning meeting of the new 
HGFA board, we decided tllateach boardmem
ber would adopt a portfo lio related to the things 
HGFA is trying to achieve - we also decided 
what these goals should be. I became tlle "min
ister" for Pilot Development. 

Pilot Development is a new goal (or key 
result area) for HGFA. There is not a huge 
budget to promote pilot development, but I 
believe that much can be done to help all pilots 
progress in tlle sport witllout a great fmancial 
outlay. 

Australia's first, utterly affordable, 
totally transportable, foot launched 

powered paragl1der. 

Flying training with accomodatlon available 
at the Light Wing flying Academy. 
1\Jrbo-chute Info Video .. ........ .. $35 inc P/H 

hr- I1(OI"~ lir/oflffJ.tlOI( ~fJ.ff 
HOWARD HUGHES ENGINEERING P1Y LTD 

BALUNA AIRPORT, SOlJfHERN CROSS DRNE 
P.O. BOX 89 BAILINA N.S.W. 2478 

PH (066) 86 8658 OR FAX (066) 86 8343 

'," the engle (ownrds) hnve 

been ndlieved, nnd J slIre 

CIln be Ilchieved in AilS/til/ill 

this slimmer!' 

The major objectives for the portfolio are: 

(a) to provide programs for tlle deVelopment 
of our high performance pilots and na
tional teams 

(b) to provide programs for tlle development 
of up & coming competition pilots i.e. ac
celerate tlleir learning curve 

(c) to provide talent identification programs 
(d) to ensure tllat novice/intermediate pilots 

receive coaching at a club level 

(e) to increase the skill level of all pilots. 

We already run a High Performance Train
ing Camp in conjunction witll tlle Australian 
Institute of Sport each year. These camps are 
attended by our National Teams, botll men and 
women, paragliding and hang gliding, and 
cover such subjects as sports psychology, nu
trition and exercise and team flying. These 
camps are also attended by up and coming 
pilots who have not yet qualilied for a national 

This aircraft has not been approved under the HGFA Certification Standard for foot-launched hang gliders. 
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team. We hope that they will learn not only from 
the course, but from the other experienced pi
lots attending. Instead of taking 10 years of 
competition to accumulate experience, they 
should reach the same level in a much shorter 
time with the benefit of other pilots' experi
ence. 

Increased depth in our national teams and 
consequently improved results will be a meas
ure of the success of this program. 

There has already been a dramatic improve
ment in team flying amongst the women's hang 
gliding team, and if this continues I feel sure 

that we will win a medal at the next world 
championships. 

Bob Bently has the Desire at Borah - p Andrew Pepper 

Pilots who have been fortunate enough to 
attend an AIS course should be willing to pass 
on the information to other pilots. Invite one of 

them to give a talk at your next club meeting! 

Another pilot development program is the 
Women's Fly-In, which is run by the Women's 
Committee at least every two years. There 
seems to be great benefit in women pilots of all 
levels getting together for this event and 
women who have attended have been able to 
learn from others who have had similar pro\).. 
lems and overcome them. 

In future it is hoped that all clubs will have 
a club coach who will be an experienced cross 
country pilot who will help less experienced 
pilots with more advanced skills such as ther

malling. We are hoping to develop a training 

program for tlle club coach, or at the very least, 
an information package with suggested activi
ties to get club members to increase their skills. 

Club or inter-club competitions can be lots 
offun, and help encourage pilots to extend their 
skills. I hope to fmd out from clubs which run 
successful competitions how they do it and 
disseminate the information to other clubs so 
that they can use the ideas. lbis area overlaps 
both the Participation and Sports Promotion 
Portfolio, and the Competitions and FAI Port
folio. Statistics show that many pilots drop out 
of the sport in the first year, even after having 
purchased all of their own equipment etc . Ifwe 
can involve these novice pilots in the sport and 
provide coaching by the club on a regular basis, 

I am sure we could keep many of them in the 
sport. It seems very few pilots drop out of the 
sport after three years HGFA membership. 

As part of pilot development, I would like 
to encourage pilots to set themselves goals in 
their flying. There are already the F AI delta and 
Eagle (paragliding) silver and gold badges 
which can be aspired to, but I would like to see 
an award for a pilot's first 50 Ian, 100 km flight, 
100 miles flight etc . We are looking into insti
tuting such awards but need to decide on a 
system for validation of such flights. In addi
tion, we are hoping to introduce State as well 
as National Records. 

Delta Bro/lZe: 
A distance of not less than 2 km must be flown 
over a course of not less than 0.5 km, between 
two turn points, followed by a controlled land
ing within 25 m of a designated spot. 

Five flights of not less than 5 minutes du
ration each followed by controlled landings 
within 25 m of a designated spot. 

Eagle Brollze: 
Distance 15 km or duration I hour or Gain of 
height 500 m. 

Delta Sill'f!r: 
A distance flight of a least 58 km and a gain of 
height of at least 1000 m and a duration flight 
of at least 5 hours. You don' t have to do them 
all in one flight but you can if you like. 

Eagle Silver: 
Distance 30 km and duration 5 hours and gain 

1. •• ;;;; .... ;;;-----::-::-=--=---==-------, of height 1000 m. TIley 

U VEX 
don't have to be all in the 
same flight but tlley can 
be. 

The helmet comp pilots wear. 

The world's lightest full face 

helmet, designed for your comfort 

and safety. 

Delta Gold: 
A distance flight of at 
least 300 kIt! and an out

and-return flight of at 

least 200 Ian. 
Eagle Gold: 

It's the best money can buy. 

Available in XS/SIMILIXLlXXL. 

Phone 075 463021 
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Distance 100 \an and 
duration 5 hours and 
Gain of height 2000 m. 

The delta gold is a 

tall order, but I still try! The Eagle gold should 
be attainable - in factI 'm sure that several pilots 
in Australia have already achieved the tasks. 

The Delta Diamonds are: 

Dianwlld DistaJlce: 
A distance flight of 500 km or more. 

Dianwttd Goal: 
A goal flight of 400 km or more. 

Dianwlld Cwsed Course: 
An out-and-retum or triangle flight of 300 Ian 
or more. 

The Eagle Diamonds are: 

Diallwlld Distallce: 
A distance flight of 200 km or more. 

Dia"wlld Gaitt of Heigllt: 
A gain of height of 3000 m or more. 

The delta diamonds are somewhat out of 
reach as yet, but the eagle ones have been 
achieved, and I sure can be achieved in Austra
lia this summer! 

To eam one of these awards, you basically 
have to fly the required task, and be able to 

prove that you did it. To prove that you did it 
you need an official observer to watch you and 
carry a barograph to record the flight. 

A barograph is an instrument that records 
your height against time, and produces a trace 

which shows how high you were at any time 
during the flight. Old fashioned ones were 
clockwork, and recorded the trace with a stylus 
on smoked foil or pressure sensitive paper. 
Modem ones are electronic, and record the 
trace digitally. When you land, you plug the 
instrument into computer printer, press the "go" 
button and out comes your trace. 

Anyone, even non-HGFA members, can 
become Official Observers, provided iliat 
HGFA is prepared to believe he/she is an honest 
reliable person (like all pilots!). Just contactIan 
Jarman at HGFA if you want to become one. 

The official observer is tlle person you have to 
convince that your flight is genuine, so he or 
she bears a heavy responsibility. 

You do not need a barograph trace for the 
Delta Bronze badge or for the duration flights 
as long as your observer can see you for the 
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whole time. For the distance flights you need 
the barograph trace to show that you did not 
land anywhere on the way. 

Claiming badge flights is very similar to 
claiming National or World records so I will 
cover the two together. 

There are many different categories ofre
cord, and some of them have never been 
claimed. In addition, HGFA is going to institute 
State Records as well as National Records, so 
there will be plenty of scope for claiming re
cords. Claiming a World or National Record is 
not nearly as difficult as you may think, but it 
does require you to do a little paper-work. If 
you achieve a World or National Record you 
get a certificate from FAI or Australian Sport 
Aviation Confederation (ASAC) respectively. 

3) Distance via a single turn 
point (the change of heading 
of the flight must not exceed 
90 degrees) 

4) Out-and-return distance 

5) Distance around a triangular 
course 

6) Speed around triangular 
courses of25, 50, 100,150; 
200 and 300 km 

7) Speed over out-and-retum 
courses of 100, 200, and 300 
km 

8) Gain of height. 

The shortest side of a triangle 
must be at least 28% of the total 
distance. Work out a few from 
your favourite site one rainy day. The categories of record for World, Na

tional and State Records, both hang gliding and 
paragliding are: 

a) General- the best performance achieved 
by a solo pilot 

b) Multiplace - No passengers under 14 
years old allowed. 

All in all there are 15 possible 
records and three categories making a total of 
45 possible National and World records each 
for hang gliders and paragliders. State Records 
will introduce another possible 7 X 45 = 315 
records for each sport. However we still have 
to decide the rules for state records. 

time. For an open distance flight this is all you 
have to do before the flight! No photographs 
are necessary, but you do need witnesses for 
your landing. A camera is handy back-up proof 
here. 

c) Feminine - the best performance 
achieved by a woman or female few. 

The types of records both hang gliding and 
paragliding are: 

I) Straight distance 

2) Straight distance to a declared goal 

To attempt a record, you have to tell your 
official observer what you are attempting. 
He/she has to sign & date the trace of and seal 
a clockwork barograph, or note the serial num
ber of an electronic one, turn it on and note the 

For any other type ofrecord you will need 
a camera - a databack one is best if you are 
doing a speed record. Before you take off you 
need make a declaration of what you intend to 
do. This should include your name, the date, 
and the type of record you are attempting (eg 
"Speed around a 58 km Triangle"). Then put the 

'THE SUPREME WEI6HTSHIFr AIRCRAFT EXPERTS1
' 

@PARNANG 
ADVANCED INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPTS 

BY ROBERT LORET~N 

I have been asked for comment on the Student Training Briefs 
developed by @PARNANG for trike pilots and instructors. 
My observations are that this system represents a Significant 
step forward in instructional concepts. The student briefs are 
simple and conCise, without being so simple that essential safety 
detail is compromised. 
In General Aviation and Sports Aviation many of the briefing 
systems are extremely old fashioned, with disjointed thought 
lines and old wives tailS more evident than sound science -
without any reference to the known science of skills information 
processing. 
The <c> Pamang briefing concept designed for triking, is at least 
thirty years in advance of the recreation side of general aviation. 
The briefs adopt an information process module used in 
advanced aviation training - in a modified form. A significant 
problem may be that some instructors will not understand the 
instructional advantage, and attempt to reduce this superior ' 
training system back to a primitive general aviation level This 
would indeed result in a backward step for trikes. 
The only real way to understand this method of instruction is to 
attend a briefing, or the excellent instructional seminars 
established by Chris Brandon of Flyright Aviation - lochinvar. 

Robert Lor.tan Profile: 
-In e"ce" ~ 14.000 hours! .mall ul&-a light EWcraflllflkes - 10 supersonic j81s 
• A TO for CAA. end hold. aN ,&SUng approvals 
- VIP pilol for Roye1 A".~ ... li.n Airfare .. 
- Served in the Unit<>d St.le. Airforce Human Re.oorces L<.borotory / .pecl.,ising 

in skill. pSYC!>olo9y 
-~ed with RA~F CFS jet &eroluJtic leem - The Roulell.s 
- CFI al NASA - prime objecliva 01 developing .yslems for skills trammg end 

sp«ialising in instructional design sy.tem. 
- Owner 01 Escedrille Aviation Acsdemy-CM.nock CFVCAA Tasting Officer 
• Trained over 1000 pilot. in hi. instruclional cer_ 

Cal/ Ayright Aviation today. 

December 1994 

The C Parnang Student Pilot Pack 
WfIWlEN IV ~'AANICl1("( and CI<AIS IIIAHOON 

The latest weightshifl flight training information available 
10 the world today I 

The original-o PARNANG Student Training Briefs 

• Commended by the Civil Aviation Authority of Australia 
• More than two decades of knowledge and experience 
• Simple, but comprehensive detailed information 
• Concise, accurate and proven terminology 
• Basic slep by step phase structure 
• Informative Glossal)' of Terms 

Ov.r 100 illustration. 
• HGFA Approved :t!' .•.. 

~:-J 
Unique features of the ~ PARNANG Binder 

r 
~ 

Pen Holder Sleeve ~, 
Internal Note Pad Pock t 

• Durable Hard Cover Binder 
• Company Business Card Pocket 
• Designed apoclfically for the trainee trike pilot 
• Stylish design In Grey Cover I Blue & Black Artwork 
• 10 Clear A4 Sleeves for Brochures I Forms I Flyer Handouts 
• 4 Ring Binder for mounting - C Parnang Student Training Brleta 

CONTACT 

FLYRIGHT AVIATION 
018 - 490622 

INSTRVCTOIIS • Complmonl Yoor Siudeni Trolning Coono. ",II" ..,. 0 P"RNANG PIoI Poek 
QuonHty buy rot .. """,cOble 
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~ 
name of the take off 
place (e.g. Boganol 
Tow Paddock), the 
name of the start point 
(e.g. Tow paddock 
windmill), the turn 

points if any (e.g. TPI Garema Silos, TP2 
Henry Lawson Way-Haynes Road intersection) 
and the Goal (e.g. Tow paddock windmill). Put 
down the name of the observer and get himlher 
to sign it and sign it yourself. It doesn't hurt to 
put down the barograph number as well. I usu
ally have a clipboard with some paper and a 
texta for making this declaration. 

If you are doing a speed record, make sure 
your databack camera is set to time (not date), 
and stick a label over the buttons so you cannot 
change it in the air - the observer should see 
this. Then photograph your declaration, get the 
observer to witness your barograph, turn it on 
and away you go. This does take a little extra 
time when you are dying to get into the air, but 
like anything, you get better and quicker at it 
with practise. 

Once you are in the air, do not forget to 
photograph your start point if you have de
clared one. If you are only doing a short task 
beware of starting very high as your flnish 
height cannot be more than 2% of the task 
distance lower than your start. This means you 
cannot fmish more than 500 m lower than your 

start if you are doing a 25 km 
triangle. Photograph your turn 
points using the usual rules for 
turn point sectors. If you are 
doing a speed record, tell your 
observer on the radio when you 
start, and note how high you 
were - you will need this infor
mation for the claim form later. 
When you get back at the end 
of the task, photograph the fm
ish point. If the observer is still 

'1/ !IOU do II gmlor dislllllee /Iigltl, pltolo-

grllplt lite plllee wltere !Iou Illllded oe/ore !Iou 

orenK dowlI !lour glider, Illld grllo lite lIenresl 

/llrmer'Sllllme Illld IlIidress liS II willless. ' 

there watching out for you, he can time you, 
otherwise you will have to rely on your dat
aback camera. 

If you do a goal or distance flight, photo
graph the place where you landed before you 
break down your glider, and grab the nearest 
farmer's name and address as a witness. Get 
two witnesses if you can. Note carefully where 
you landed after distance flight so that you can 
fmd the map co-ordinates later. 

The next part of the process is probably the 
most tedious. If you intend to claim a world 
record, you need to inform Ian Jarman by tele
phone as soon possible. The news needs to get 
to the FAI in Paris within a week, but you have 
a month to make your claim. You get your 
observer to unseal the barograph, or watch you 
print out the trace and sign that it's the correct 
barograph and trace for the flight. Then you flU 

in a claim form, giv
ing the positions of 
all your turn points 
etc in latitude and 
longitude. Great 

circle distance is used to calculate distances 
greater than 100 km, but you need not worry 
about calculating this. It usuaUy makes the dis
tance a little longer than you thought it was. Get 
your fllm processed making sure the lab does 
not cut up the negatives. The observer must 
verify that the fllm shows the turn points are 
correct and in sector, and sign your claim form. 
Send the form, the fllm and the barograph trace 
to Ian Jarman who will process the claim. 

To claim a record you have to have an FAI 
licence, but you don't need one to claim a 
badge. Ideally you should get your FAI licence 
from HGFA before attempting the record. 
When you get it, you will get a copy of Section 
7 of the FAI sporting code, which explains all 
the procedures, and some claim forms. Don't 
be put off by the Sporting Code - it makes the 
whole thing sound much more complicated 
than it really is. You can always ring HGFA for 
guidance. HGFA keeps an up-to-date list of 
what the current records are so you can flnd out 
what to beat. 

No more excuses - get out there and fly 
farther, higher, faster than anyone else! ~ 

I1I;.J"..~~ !tiV 151, 
111;' !"',M-t PIfI L/te 

_ ~lfIu. !tra~ T.k 
'-r la, 
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AUSSIE FLIGHT 
Products 

25 Beverley Ave, WARILLA, N.S.W. 2528 

Why buy imported items, when there is an Australian product manufac
tured to the same standards, at a cheaper price? 

RESERVE Parachutes, for hang gliders & paragliders with much slower 
descent rates than the imported brands. Manufactured to T.S.O. C23b (CAO 
103.18) specifications by Roochutes Australia's Barry Lewis, an approved 
Class "A" Parachute Rigger with over 15 years experience in Parachute Free 
Fall Operations. Offering the largest range of reserve parachutes available; 8 
sizes for hang gliders, 4 sizes for paragliders, including Tandem reserves. All 
sizes can also be fitted with Pulled Down Apex. 

Prices from: S450 (SAVE SI00) 

SJOSTROM VARIO/ALTIMETER MODEL VA, the most popular and 
reliable unit available in Australia with a backup service un-matched by any 
imported product. Excels in marginal lift conditions. Fast, sensitive analogue 
vario. Averager, high resolution audio, compact, resilient and shower proof. 
Easy in-flight control, altimeter in 2ft increments, convertible to metric. 
Mounting bracket included. With two year warranty. 

Price on application for best price around 

• All prices plus freight while stocks last 

PHONE: (042) 971923 or (018) 424279 
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PROPWASH ... 
Do you understand what the term "air

craft flight envelope" means? 
The flight envelope of an aircraft may 

be understood as '1he parameters within which 
an aircraft can be safely operated with aver
age pilot ability': 

The term ·average pilot ability· 
doesn't mean just because you are an excep
tional pilot you can fly an aircraft outside the 
aircraft's flight envelope! 

To exceed the limits or create unnec
essary stress on an aircraft airframe will ulti
mately increase the possibility of failure! 

Understanding the aircraft flight enve
lope allows you to establish the minimum speed, 
stalling speed, cruising speed and the maximum 
speed (VNE - Velocity Never to Exceed), within 
the minimum and maximum cockpit loads of the 
aircraft. 

In addition, the aircraft will also have 
bank angle limitations and nose up and nose 
down pitching angle limitations relative to the 
horizontal. 

The aircraft Compliance Placard lo
cated in the cockpit of a certified weightshift 
aircraft will detail all the aircraft flight envelope 
limitations and information . 

So what do all the certified aircraft 
available here in Australia have to offer? 

This month we will take a look at one 
of Australia's most popular two seat trikes - the 
Australian manufactured Edge 582. 

The Edge 582 was released in Janu
ary 1990 and since that time more than 150 of 
these aircraft have been constructed at the Air
borne Windsports factory. The Edge 582 offers 
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many features and is of proven construction as 
the Airborne Buzzard is the established pedi-
gree. 

This two seat aircraft offers you long 
range 48 litre fuel tank, 6" alloy wheels, rear 
bungy suspension , and wheel spats. Cruise 
throttle, front friction pad brake and adjustable 
steering damper. The Edge 582 incorporates an 
upholstered seat with matching side skirts and a 
fibreglass cockpit fitted standard with Altimeter, 
Airspeed Indicator and Engine Hour Meter. 

The Edge 582 uses the latest in two 
seater flexwing technology. It is the only trike 
designed and built in Australia to a standard 
recognised by the CAA. 

The aircraft has a total empty weight 
of 185 kgs and has a maximum take off weight 
of 401 kgs. The wing is 15.2 sq .m with an aspect 
ratio of 6.8:1 and a wing span of 10.14 metres. 

The Compliance Placard as dis
played in the cockpit of the Edge 582 describes 
the aircraft limitations as:- VNE 71 knots, Cruise 
speed 50 knots, Stall speed 30 knots, Bank 
Angle limitations of 60 degrees and Pitching 
limitations of 48 degrees nose up and 45 de
grees nose down to the horizontal. 

The Edge 582 is capable of short field 
operations and is fitted with the imported Rotax 
582 dual ignition , rotary valve, liquid cooled en
gine . The Edge 582 with a cockpit load of 180 
kgs, will give you a fuel burn rate of approxi
mately 16 litres per hour at a cruise speed of 50 
knots. 

The new Edge Executive just re
leased, has some modifications that have im
proved pilot comfort. The seat has better 
padding and more support for the rear seat 
passenger combined with a lengthened base 

tube making the Edge slightly longer and adding 
more leg room for those taller pilots. 

The new E Type gearbox is an option, 
making the electric start a real asset for those 
cold winter morning flights when clothing is cov
ering every conceivable piece of flesh I 

So if you want an aircraft that is Aus
tralian manUfactured, priced from $18500 to 
$23500, then the Airborne Edge might just be 
what you are looking for as your escape ma
chine! 

As always, ask an ownerortake a test 
flight from your Authorised Distributor and see 
for yourself! . 

If you really want to test fly an aircraft 
for its suitability, then you must fly the aircraft in 
a range of conditions. 

Ifthe air is smooth and stable then you 
can really see how easy an aircraft handles. 
Although , if the air is rough and turbulent, then 
you will be able to establish if the aircraft is stable 
and comfortable for those adverse air daysl 

"Either way, you must be totally in 
command no matter what the conditions 
once you are In the air/" 

Next month we will take a peak at 
another certified two seater, so stay tuned, and 
·CLEAR PROp· for now. 

If you would like a particular topic or 
question answered, then please address your 
letters to the editor. Propwash will do the rest! 

The Prop wash. .. Pun for the month is: 

"Make your acquaintance ... 
With preventative maintenance, 
And reduce the possibility ... 
Of in-flight hostility!!" 

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute 

The HGR 20 
Check out these features: 

1. Weighs only 2.5 kgs 
2. Totally Australian made 
3. Manufactured in S.E. Queensland 
4. 24 hour hot line seven days a week 
5. Always in stock for immediate delivery 
6. Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting 

7. Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachute 
8. Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federatio 

approved parachute Rigger "B" 
9. Free owner's manual with every parachute 

10. Other models and sizes available 

Proudly manufactured by: 

Rpochutes Australia Pty Ltd 
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178 

Ph/Fax: 07 3934409 
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~ ABOUT ... 

Overseas Hying? 

Flying in Nouvelle Caledonie 
Just 2.5 hours flight from Sydney, the 

Grand Island offers excellent hang and 
paragliding, with easy access to a variety of 
sites with some great XC potential. Best season 
is October to December for good strong ther
ma1s and blue skies! 

Interested? Contact Phillipe Berton at Plein 
Vent: B.P. 309 Noumea or phone/fax 0011 
687281917 

Overseas Comp Results 

2nd Asian International Paragliding 
Competition 
Linzhou, China, 10-17 September 
1 M Minegishi Jap UP Kendo comp 
2 Roland Wurgler Sui UP Kendo Comp 
3 Liu Bangdun Twn Edel Rainbow 
4 Cam Young Aus Edel Rainbow 
5 A Murakami Jap UP Kendo 
6 TKagayama Jap UP Kendo comp 
7 ZZhonghui Twn Firebird Navajo 
8 Li Tiemin Chn Edel Rainbow 

Teams 
1 Japan 7783 
2 China 5780 
3 Taiwan 5453 

New Caledonian Paragliding Open 
22 October -1 November 

Ali Gali F Advance Proto 
2 Yannick 

Salmon Tah UP Kendo comp 
3 Frank Vaxelaire N.C. Edel Rainbow 
4 Cam Young Aus Edel Rainbow 
5 Reuben Muir NZ Swing Minoa 
6 Giles Andrei NC Nova Sphinx 
7 Jean Marc Tur F Nova Sphinx 
8 Eric Demillian NC Nova Sphinx 
9 Morgan Varaine NZ Firebird Navajo 
10 Renald Bobos NC Nova Sphinx 

2967 
2924 
2903 
2871 
2545 
2271 
2242 
1969 

4843 

4688 
4672 
4522 
4368 
4231 
3995 
3992 
3365 
3191 

WARNING TO ALL PILOTS 

If yo II are intending to or think that you may fly Tongarra, South of Mt Keira past !I.·ft Kembla, 
South of Sian well Park past :\1t Kembla, North of Mt Cambewarra past Kiama or anywhere 
within the 16 kim radius of Albion Park Aerodrome you MUST ring the CAA before you leave 
home and inform them of your flight plans. It has been bought to the IlIawarra Hang Gliding 
Clubs attention again, that over the past 6 months. some pilots are still not notifYing the CAA of 
their activities. We were granted approval for this airspace under the following conditions. 
"PLEASE ADHERE TO THEM" 

YOU MUST NOTIFY SYDNEY FLIGHT SERVICES ON 
PHONE: (02) 5566655, Quote approval No. HJ91-02 

Inform them with the number of pilots intending to fly 
and your expected time of flight. 

Also don't forget that the maximwn height level is 4000 ft ASL. 

11 Gina Wright NZ Airwave Rave 
12 Caroline Lantz NC Edel Rainbow 

3188 biggest selling glider in New Zea1and this year. 

British Paragliding Open 
Piedrahita, Spain -17-23 July 
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New Catalogue 

Judy Leden Edel Rainbow 3982 Scorpio 
2 John Silvester Edel Rainbow 
3 Robbie Whitta1 Edel Rainbow 
4 Patrick Holmes Edel Rainbow 
5 Steve Ham Airwave Rave 

British National Championships 
1 Patrick Holmes Edel Rainbow 
2 Richard Carter UP Kendo comp 
3 John Silvester Edel Rainbow 

Product News 

Advance 

3934 
3850 
3828 
3698 

Vol Libre Magazine recently confinued 
what we knew already, namely that the 
OMEGA 3 is indeed a special glider. The maga
zine called it "Glider of the Year" and said 
amongst other accolades that "its qualities in 
flight , build and finish make it a reference point 
of paragliding aviation". Pilots flying OMEGA 
3 recently won both the mens and the womens 
French and Swiss Championships. 

Regular visitor to Oz, Beni Schilling of 
Switzerland (who has last season's best Aussie 
flight of 148 Ian under his belt) is in Chile this 
summer Witll OMEGA 3 and tlle ADVANCE 
Bi-Place to try and crack a few world records. 

More than 1000 European pilots bought an 
EPSILON in the last 8 months making it one of 
the biggest sellers over there. It is a1so tlle 

The new Scorpio cata10gue is now avail
able. Fully dealing with equipment for 
paragliding and hang gliding, you can get it by 
writing us or calling. It is free, so don't wait 
anymore! 

Scorpio, RN5, 74200 MargenceI, France. 
Tel 50 .72.58.90 OU 50 .72 .58.58, Fax 
50.72.58.97. 

The Great OutDoors 
The new Paddy Pallin Cata10gue No 3 is 

now out. Looking for boots, outdoor clothing 
and camping gear'? Then call their Mail Order 
and Customer Infonuation line on toll free 1 
800 805 398. 

Posters 

Copies of Adam Hunt's evening flight over 
Stanwell Park are still available. For the posters 
please send $1 for each poster plus $4 to cover 
posting and packing to Skysailor PO Box 401 
Alstonville NSW 2477. 

Please note that the size of the posters is 
exactly the same as tlle Slcysailor centre spread 
ieA3. ~ 

Accommodation for Pilots 
at the Club House Hotel 147 High St Hillston 

Forth 
@1h?",Sfacilit.iesincludeampleparking,TVlounge,enon-fJ · 

- ~ ~y ~grn 0t,~\ v kitchen, laundry and public phone in the foyer. f OUr part ernber 
~OO~S . \'It, t,wi'(l Ishing Or si y, try a 4><4 s 

'fleX ~\~ \0 e;.,;vr'i). · Comfortable surrounds encompass The area h ghtseeing to 
l' .t,\'I ~e'i). n a wide cool verandah, a river that orcha l:f as everyth ' ur. 

0\'1'i).('e WI 0t., \u'(lv provides ample fishing at the back She: s and potato Ing frorn 
\?('e'i).\<.~~ 'J:Mo\e. door and a BBQ area. 1 h P stations farrns to 

~i'(l'(le'( ~v OUr frorn th an~ is only 
~ Pick up from local and Griffith airports can be arranged e Wineries. 

Phone 069 672514 to arrange your accommodation package now 
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ICOM Count on us! 

With ICOlo, 
you're never alone 

up there 

II he IC-A20 MKII is your guarantee 

that whatever happens you will 

never be alone in the skies. This powerful 

handheld transceiver acts like a dependable 

navigator and co-pilot, ensuring you never 

lose contact with your base or the ground. 

ICOM's state of the art VOR nav igation 

system includes Course Deviation Indicator 

and Automatic Bearing Set System, and 

includes DVOR mode that lets you find out 

your aircraft's location by receiving signals 

from 2 VOR stations. So you always know 

where you are and where you are heading. 

A dual tuning system allows you to use the 

turning knob or illuminated keypad, while 20 

channel memories, programme and memory 

scan capabilities provide simplicity of 

operation that few other models can match. 

The IC-A20 MKII provides immediate 

emergency frequency access and fully meets 

the tough requirements of the Department of 

Transport and Communications for ground 

to air transceivers. 

No wonder pilots a ll around the world, 

depend on the proven communication skills 

of ICOM, wherever they fly. 

For further information call free on (008) 338 915 

or write to Reply Paid 1009 lcom Australia Pty Ltd 

P. O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3181 

Telephone (03) 529 7582 A.C.N. 006 092575 

IC- A20 MKD IC;()M AU.~ ITalia '~ warranty i'i (1111y afJpiicahl1' to fmKlucu IJurcluued from (heir aUlh()f'ised Australian I)eau.>fs. 
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To «I II(I II( II-It 0. t 10 I( 
~.rc'-' ~t~ 

We would like to extend an invitation to pilots to come to the Glen Innes 
area during the weekof23rd-27th January 1995. During the summer months 
conditions on the New England tablelands are excellent for soaring. 

Glen Innes is situated on top of the New England tablelands at an 
elevation of3500' ASL and also at the junction of the New England Highway 
(running north-south) and the Gwydir Highway (running east-west). 

Swnmertime conditions are typically light easterly winds with good 
cumulus development. The terrain falls gmdually to the west along with the 
cloudbase rising to 9-10,000' ASL around Moree as conditions become drier. 

Convergence conditions along with sea breeze fronts moving in a west
erly direction are common, both providing good soaring conditions. 

The Gwydir Highway is sealed to Collarenebri (220 kms to the west) 
without and "tiger country" to cross, with hotels spaced at approximately 40 
to 60 kms. Walget, Bourke (406 kms) and MiJparinka (665 kms) are all 
located to the west with a gravel road directly along tlle east-west route 
joining each town. 

From Glen Innes to Collarenebri the land use is predominantly agricul
tural ie ploughed paddocks. West of Collarenebri the agriculture decreases 
along with the vegetation as the country becomes semi-desert conditions. 

Controlled airspace from Glen Innes to Moree is above 9500' ASL. West 
of Moree there is no controlled airspace. There are no control zones or C1AFs 
for 200 kms north or south of the route to the west described above. 

The potential exists along this route for an Australian or even world 
record, as the pilot has: a tailwind, falling terrain, time, increasing cloudbase 
and airspace, no tiger country to cross, road mnning directly tailwind and 
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SKY CYCLES PTV LTD 

New Products 

14 Northern Avenue 
Moorabbin Airport. Menlone 
Victoria Australia 3194 
Telephone:: 03 5875975 
Mobile: 018 336346 
Fax: 03 5875976 

With the Australian market in mind, Solar Wing,' aviation, in conjunction 
",;th Sky Cycles Ply Ud (Australia). have put together a weigbt shift aircraft 
incorporating tbe toughness, reliability and value for money required by the 
Australian pilot. 

Thc Trail Bl4ttr trikc (manutacturcd tor Australia) incorporates the Q2 IS 
metre wing with infligbt trim 4565 mph (hands off) and straight & level of 
over 80 mpb. The tried and proven Q2 wing as used ion the Quantum and 
Qua.'lIT trik"" is hy rar th~ most suitahl~ wing availahle ror the rough 
conditions trikes need to endure in Australia. 

The Jrail BIU<.1!T Lrik.e base is modified Quanlwn design incorpon.ling less 
fibreglass. larger windscreen. tough t)TCS. modified easy rig system and much 
more. 

Standard Irike features incJJ.tk: 

~ Powerful rear brakes (both wheels). an absolute must. 

~ Castoring steering in ball bearings. (A must for easy ground handling 
and stcady landings.) 

~ No rear wires. great for rough fields or long grass. 

~ Large wheels with light nose wheel static pressure (good soft ground and 
beacb use etc.) 

~ l wheel ou'pensioll (fully )lrogre,;sive) for the hest ride over mugh 
terrain without compromise to stability. 

~ Easy starting from inside the cockpit. 

~ Endurance of over 6 huon; without r~rudling (r~a1 cross counlry 

potential). 

Together this trikelwing combination offers the toughest high performance 
trike yet available. The ergonomics and engineering of the Trail Blazer leave 
nothing lo be desired. 

Your test flight is guaranteed to be a memorable on~. Contact your nearest 
Sky eycl"" distrihutur rur rurth~r inrurmalion. 

Priced from $19,995.00 plus freight 

Brian Brabyon his way to 100 km after a 3pm start 
photo by Hayden Miller 

hotels along the route as references. 

Accommodation during holiday season is considerably cheaper 
than coastal rates with caravan parks, hotels and motels available. 

Launch method is by vehicle or aero-tow. 

Please ring Fronk Smallman on 067323306 H or 067 329113 W. 

Easy cross country flying 
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tJlO Absolute Beginners 
By Kevin Gingell-Kent 

I had a taste of Paragliding 
just over two years back. 

Sharyn, my wife, and I were 
in Central Otago, South Is
land NZ for a Xmas break 

with the outlaws. Hot sunny 
days out fishing on the lakes, 
a little water skiing and loads 
of beer. A day trip to Wan aka 

for provisions involved driv
ing past Mt Iron, about 80 m 

of steep hill just outside 
town. "Oh look a parachute! " 

"There's another - where 's the plane?" Half 
an hour later we were signed up for a half day 
"try it" course. Well that was enough at the time, 
but two years on, and another trip to NZ 
planned so we could attend Sharyn's sister's 
wedding, started the idea of using the second 
week to try a bit more. There is no way we were 
going back to NZ for the third time without 
having a week of fun on our own. 

The fIrst week of the holiday was just party 
party party. I must be getting old; by the end I 
was refusing the beer and taking ant-acid tab
lets all night. Get up the day after the wedding, 
very hung over and drive to Wanaka (3.5 hours) 
over the mountains from Dunedin in heavy 
ram. 

Day one, 08:30 outside the Adventure Cen
tre in Wanaka. Light winds after two days 
downpour. We were signed up (liability waiv
ers), and trucked to the infamous training hill , 
Mt Iron. Memories quickly flooded back of 
lugging a gathered wing up the slope from over 
two years back. I hoped my legs were up to this. 

We did some talking and picture drawing 
and eventually layed out a wing on the lowest 
of the hill 's launch mats. Hamess on, lines 
checked - arms back and some very· big steps 
(Boldly down the slope, not pitter pattering!) -
up comes wing - stabilised, release the brakes 
and accelerate. Unfortunately the slope and 
breeze were not enough for take ofT, but many 
treks back up and a slight increase in the breeze 

enabled us to get some short hops in. Landings 
proved to be a sticking point for the fIrst couple 
of hops. Glad I wore my jeans the fIrst two days 
- South Island NZ has a distinctly Scottish feel 
about it, especially the tllistles. 

Well we are progressing now, learning 
more about the weather and local anomalies. 
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The sun is making a distinct efTort to put in 
permanent residence by day three, so the shorts 
and singlet come out of the baggage. Gotta 
work on that tan, summer in Oz was a non 
event. 

We are on to the big stufT now and drive the 
dirt road to the ski fIelds at Treble Cone. At the 
bottom our two instructors, Richard and Peter, 
split the group. I am left at the bottom with 
Henning, a German backpacker on a three day 
course. Sharyn and a Japanese girl head up for 
their tandem flight. Henning and I are under 
instruction to unpack and "fIeld fly" all the 
wings we used yesterday, as it had started to 
drizzle last thing and they were all a tad damp 
- that certainly blows the cobwebs out and gets 
the blood flowing - 5 wings! Three quarters of 
an hour into this exercise a yellow wing appears 
over the top of the mountain. It does a sweep of 
the valley towards us, climbing a little in places, 
and takes a look at the 300 m water fall close to 
the landing fIeld. A few graceful 360s, some 
fIgure 8s, and what looked to me like a very fast 
landing. I packed up the last wing, now fully 
dry, practicing the last of the packing tech
niques, avoid kneeling on the sheep dung and 
keep all those bits of string out of the thistles. 

Sharyn and Richard (instructor) packed up 
the tandem. I approach and enquire on the 
flight. I receive a terse 
reply "Ok". This means 
in Sharyn speak, "I'm 
upset, don' t talk to me 
for a bit WI I can stop 

'Haven't we forgotten 

something? Aren't I 

doing the tandem 

first? .. ' 

double screamer at Wet'n'Wild on the Gold 
Coast, so why shouldn 'tit work here?). The van 
pulled up at "Comer 4". "OK," Richard says, 
"Kevin and Sharyn, out you get, set your wings 
up. We'll get you two down and then I'll go up 
and tandem down with Henning". I stared at 
Richard, "Haven't we forgotten something? 
Aren't I doing the tandem fIrst?" I enquired, 
throat dry and palms sliding over the van's 
vinyl interior. "Oh no, we'll fIt that in later, 
you'll be OK." 

I retrieved my wing and harness from the 
roof rack and began the treacherous scramble 
over the hill side to the launch site. Careful to 
keep my baggage on the hill side as it seemed 
quite steep, and rolling to the bottom doesn't 
earn you any air time. I had the distinct feeling 
I should have spent more time in the bathroom 
this moming, damn, no public loos in site, just 
thistles and sheep. 

FlyrEC 
shaking or I'll tum all 
my fear and apprehen
sion into a right hook" . 
I know this from expe
rience, so I assisted 
loading the wings into 

The new dynamic precision series 
to meet the highest demands. 

the van back down from 
the launch site. 

About a tllird tlle 
way back up the moun
tain switchback trail, 
Sharyn is talking . I dis
cover it was not the best 
of take ofTs; she experi
enced lift for tlle fIrst 
time, and tllere was a bit 
of a cross wind. Enough 
to stop her enjoying tlle 
flight and lose some of 
her enthusiasm for tlle 
next trip. Still I wasn't 

about to let this put me 
ofT my tandem, I was 
going to follow instruc-
tions completely to tlle 
letter, even in did have 
my eyes closed (it 
worked for me on tlle 

Flytec 3020 
-Variometer ana-

Flytec 3030 
- Barograph: 

Flytec 3010 - 30 hours recor-
dirlg duration -Variometer 

analog&digital 
-Altimeter 

log,digital,ASI 
-Stopwatch 
-Real time clock 

- unlimited number 
of flights 

-Speed indicator - 20 peak value 
-5 peak value me- memory 

mory 

Ge n e r a l Specif i ca ti ons 
. Case: Aerodynamic design 
. Additional feat ure s: V a ri o m ete r 

a nd a ltime t e r a ltitud e line ar ize d 
and t empe ra tur e co mp ensa ted 
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I set my wing out on 

IJ&
~ the designated slope. 

Checking lines took a 
little longer than usual 
this time. "Ladies first?" 

I enquired of Sharyn. "Well you had better get 
on with it then, you Big Girl!" she replied. She 
is defmitely feeling better. After all this launch 
is at 465 m, well below her 800 m tandem take 
off. It still looks a long way down to me though. 

I set myself up and had my lines and wing 
checked, everything was ready, the wind was 
very light, with the occasional thermal moving 
the streamers to just horizontal, coming straight 
up the slope. Richard confmned I was OK and 
I decided to do the take off with my eyes open. 
"Right then," Richard chirpily declares,"I think 
we'll let Sharyn go first." 

I close my eyes, let the sweat drop from the 
bottom of my wrap around sunnies, RE
PRIEVE! My arms sag, and I take a half a step 
backwards so as not to pull over the top ofthe 
wing (yes, the training was sufficient enough to 
instil an automatic response to a "stand at 
ease"). 

Launching/rom the Corner Four site, Treble Cone, Wanaka NZ 

Sharyn gives me a dirty look, but readies 
herself and gets checked out by Richard. The 
updraught slackens ... "OK, 3-2-I-GO!" 

Sharyn leans forward and pulls up the can
opy into the air, checks it's up, releases the A 
lines, applies a little brake and accelerates -
sounds very text book doesn't it. Accelerate 
doesn't usually bring to mind facing down a 
slope you wouldn't walk down, let alone trav
erse, and take BIG thrusting steps in the direc
tion of the gravity well. All of a sudden the legs 
are scratching at the grass, the thistle tops, then 
air born! "Keep running" Richard speaks into 
the radio. "EEEEEEKKKK!" This is either a 
shout of exhilaration and enthusiasm from my 
dearly departed, presumably to bolster my spir
its after her decidedly lack lustre landing and 
joi de vivre from the tandem, or she has some
thing fleshy and sensitive caught in her harness. 

"Head straight out, ok, turn right and head 
for the landing site." Richard is calm and posi

' tive over the radio, Peter takes over as Sharyn 
approaches the landing strip, and Richard con-

Gajah Mungkur CUp 

fmns she is down safely via a walky talky. It 
looks like it's my turn, ulp! 

Lines, harness, helmet, canopy, site and air 
are checked again. I begin to wish a sudden 
thunder storm would appear. There is a little 
commotion in my underpants, and I can't swal
low too well. "Ready, 3-2-1 ,GO!" 

It's all in slow motion now, between "GO" 
and my arms starting to move forward, seems 
like an entire episode of Neighbours (long, 
drawn out, uneventful ... ). I'm not really doing 
this, I could stop now and walk down. OH 
GOD, my arms are coming forward and I'm 
pulling on the harness, leaning waaaay down 
the mountain. It's up! 1 look and check it's 
inflated and stable, yes? Damn, I'll have to 
continue! Release the A risers, a touch on the 
brakes, and ... my whole life flashes before me, 
sorry little brother I didn' t mean to, oh no, I 
never went out with her, did I? Didl really drink: 
that much and say that? I'm steaming down the 
slope towards a barn 465 m directly DOWN, in 
front of me, and then all of a sudden my feet are 
off the ground, the harness seeks reparation for 
all the wrong things 1 did in my life clenching 
on all the loose change in my shorts, while my 

Indonesian open '94 

1 Dave Redman canungra 2 

2 Ian Clark can\.ll"$a 3 

5 Jon Durand canungra 4-

7 Darcyl Franklin Canwlgra 5 

8 Glen McLeod canungra 10= 

12 Nick Dillane canungra 
1 
2 
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body decides to go into rigour mortice. "Just 
relax, turn right... OK, straight on to the landing 
strip, try to sit in your harness, OK." 

I start to unfreeze, the instructions are being 
obeyed by someone else, someone who doesn 't 
dislike standing on step ladders, or doing fair 
ground rides where the girls all scream and 1 
shut my eyes. Hold on, this view is fantastic; 
tllOse little yellow and pink things are the other 
wings being folded up. Wow, look at the water 
fall, whooooo! That must be a thennal! Whooo
Huppp! That must be its Mother! 

"Crackle crackle - shpckxxxxxxxxxx." 
That is my radio is giving me detailed landing 
instructions. 

Oh well, planB. Figure 8 's to lose height at 
the down wind end of the target and follow the 
instructions from the paddles. The turns are 
nice and smooth, I have plenty ofheight thanks 
to a few little lifts on my trip along the valley. 
Hey this is fun! Final approach and at last 1 can 
see a paddle, just as well 1 translated each 
"schpkxxxxxx" from the radio to mean do an
other turn! The ground is coming at me faster 
tl1aI1 on the training hill, much faster, bloody 
fast, ooohh god time to brake. Whoops ... 3 m 

Canunga Classic '94 

A Grade 
Geoff Tulloch canungra 
Drew Cooper canungra 
Mike Zupanc C.anungra 
Justin Beplate Crulungra 
JonUurand canungra 

B Grade 
Glen McLeod canungra 
Bernie Gonsalves canungra 
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Hot Air Without The Noise 
By Geoffrey Martin 

Varios. Nothing like that oh so soothing beep. And there's nothing 
quite as grating on the eardrums as the insistent screech of a good sink 
alann. 

"Don't leave home without it" is the natural attitude when one 
ventures inland. They sure do make it easier to avoid the landing paddock, 
and hey, even on the coast they make it easier. 

As the vario evolved, so did the altimeter, and since they joined hands 

:Ab~~i~i~ B~gi~~~;; ~~-~ti~~~d. .~: l _____________________________ J 

quick rise into the air again. Try 
again a with a little more fmesse 
this time, yes, that's better, a little 
less urgently. Plop! Right in a 
fresh pile of Sheep poo , but stand
ing! Drop tlle wing and turn and 
gather it up. I am a good 50 m past 
the target, and Sharyn trots to
wards me with our ground radio 
instructor Peter. "I couldn't here a 
word you said, was that OK?" 

"You looked fine, try and 
br?ke a little more slowly next 
time, and don' t come in from so 
high, otherwise OK." 

"Was it OK? " Sharyn en
quired. 

"Give me a week to get the 
grin off my face, and get my box
ers through the laundry and I'll tell 
you. How long before the next 
flight?" 

We fmished the week off with
out breaking anything, doing a fair 
bit of theory and ground practice. 
We managed to get reasonably 
close to the target, except the time 
I headed for the flock of sheep -
softest landing I ever made. We 
leamt to lose height with 360 's, 
and the correct landing pattem to 
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use, but each take off was still an 
adrenalin burst. Our highest take 
off was from the site Sharyn had 
her tandem from at 800 m (I never 
did get a ride two-up; maybe it's 
my deodorant?). It's called Pub 
Comer, but there isn't one. I think 
it means you need a drink before 
take off, but that is "Verbooten " as 
Herming would say (he stayed on 
to do another week or two!). Our 
last day we spent in Queenstown, 
was too windy for us, but we 
watched a group of American 
tourists ridge soaring for an hour, 
and tllat was enough to make us 
promise ourselves we would con
tinue back home. 

Back in Oz, swmy Melboume. 
We had been informed of a hang 
glider club that meets in our local 
pub and tlley introduced us to a 
paraglider pilot, who in turn in
vited us to "The Retreat" the fol
lowing night. We are now paid up 
members and trying to get the 
weatller to cooperate with our 
training requirements. We hope to 
be flying in our own kit by the time 
spring comes around. ~ 

in the new swanky hi-tech flight computers of today - most pilots never 
fly without them, because by law you gotta fly with an altimeter and if 
your vario is on-board, then why not use it? The net result has been that 
modem pilots virtually never fly without their vario. 

Back when altimeters and varios were mostly separate units, I had 
my vario stolen before an inland comp, and was forced ' to fly thennals 
for the first time without sound effects. It was easier than I'd imagined, 
and I began to appreciate how much more "tuned in" I felt. I kept tlUnking 
of Star Wars; "Use the force, Luke". Then a nice bloke lent me his vario. 
I said to myself, "I'm gonna get real high today" . A few hours later I was 
suffering from altitude sickness. 

The point is, when you always fly with a vario it's very easy to 
become reliant on it. Listening to sounds and reading readouts requires 
attention that could be focused on your own senses. No matter how 
"intelligent" our flight computers get, they will always play second fiddle 
to the instinct and reflex of a sensitive pilot. 

Don't get me wrong, I'm not saying we should all throw our varios 
away and Zen out. But flying without a vario from time to time hones 
your perceptive skills. 

If you haven't, you should try flying without one for awhile. I give 
you my money back guarantee that when you start using one again you'll 
be a better, safer, more aware pilot that before. And it's no use taking 
your combo and only using the altimeter. The temptation to turn on the 
beeper is distracting . 

The closest Hang Gliding School to the 
Victorian metropolitan areas. 

We offer a full range of services including; 

.:. Novice Certificate Courses 

.:. Introductory Courses 

.:. Tandem Instructional Flights 

.:. Towing Endorsements 

.:. Introduction to XC Flying & Tours 

.:. Equipment Hire 

We sell new and used gliders, spare parts and 

accessories for; 

.:. Airborne 

.:. Enterprise Wings 

.:. Moyes 

.:. Air Support 

.:. Aussie Born 

.:. Brauniger 

.:. Icom 

.:. Flytec 

We accept Novice and Intermediate gliders as 

trade-ins. 

Contact - Rohan & Sandra Holtkamp 
Dynamic Flight Hang Gliding School, RMB 2368, Trawalla 3373 

Phone: (053) 49 2845 
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State, Club and Region News continued ... 

Queensland 

Sunshine Coast Hang 
Gliding Club 

First of all I would like to thank, on behalf 
of the club, Craig Worth and Steve Moyes for 
twning up to our October meeting. A good 
night was made with everyone walking away a 
little wiser. 

Yes, by the time you read this, there is 
probably only 10 days till the Rainbow Beach 
compo This year is going to be huge. Some of 
the international pilots making the journey to 
Australia for this good fun serious comp are six 
Russian pilots. These guys are putting in a great 
effort to be at Rainbow Beach so let's show 
them some of that great Aussie hospitality. 

While on the subject of hospitality, there are 
four Swedish pilots getting around in Australia 
at the moment. Be warned that these guys are 
good pilots and are likely to show you up or 
worse still, teach you something. Not only that, 
but they are nice guys. 

As any pilot ~at has been overseas can tell 

Trike Pilofs! 
Don't Miss This! 
Sky Cycles Pty Ltd will be 
doing a tour of the East 
coast with all the latest 

trike products in the 
December/January period. 

If you haven't had the 
opportunity to test fly the 

Quantum 
then here is your chance. 

Phone or fax us with your 
details and airfield and 
we will arrange a visit. 

Sky Cycles Pty Ltd 

03 587 5975 
Fax 03 587 5976 
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you, it is nice to feel welcome by people who 
share the same sport while you are travelling 
around. Where 's the postcard., fellers?! 

Just before closing, the only flights that I 
know about this month were done by those 
Swedes at Mt Widgee and on the same day Ted 
McCord flew some 40 or 50 km. 

The coast seems to be lacking the inland 
pilots a bit lately. Any up and coming pilots 
wanting to learn to thermal and lift their skills 
that one step higher, ring me every Sunday at 8 
am on 480905. There is always a small group 
of us who are going inland somewhere. 

Wishing everyone a good month and a 
Merry Christmas. 

Graeme Hall, President 

A subdued atmosphere pervaded the last 
meeting, due no doubt to the absence of Dave 
# 1 and the redoubtable Linda. Still even with
out President and Treasurer we muddled 
through. They, unfortunately, will not be back 
until our next general meeting in February and 
too many of their onerous duties have devolved 
on me. 

Sorry about missing this column last month 
but it was due the day after the Canungra Clas
sic fmished and if anyone can fly in a comp and 
then wake up the next day and write anything 
about hang gliding, please let me know your 
secret. Anyway the comp was a blinding suc
cess and with any luck a highly descriptive 
article will also be gracing this edition. 

Financial membership of the club has slid 
to one hundred and forty nine out of an esti-

mated two hundred and twenty active or semi
active pilots in the area. The big reminder will 
be out in the next club newsletter and after all, 
Christmas is such a good time for giving. 

Speaking of membership dues, owing to the 
disintegration of our regional association the 
HGFA in its wisdom has frozen the annual club 
rebates. With several thousand dollars in funds 
for this club alone at stake, hopefully this situ
ation will have been resolved by the time you 
read this column. If received now the club 
would have total assets of around ~elve thou
sand dollars. And who said the region never did 
anything useful? 

Duty pilots 

Thanks to Craig Worth for showing up in 
the nick of time with an amended operations 
manual; one that seeks to lessen the duty of care 
of duty pilots and safety officers. It is quite 
amazing how many people express the opinion 
that hang gliding is a sport in which every 
person is for themselves and as it is a dangerous 
sport accidents and injuries will always occur 
and, ergo, duty pilots are non essential and at 
the same time potentially open themselves to 
litigation by accepting the role. Duty pilots 
might be non essential but certain1y, I believe, 
not for these reasons. Indeed, this proposition 
(and more) may very well be tested in a court 
in the very near future. Stay tuned. In the mean
time duty pilots rostered by the club have been 
doing an admirable job. 

Our old mate El Nino came back with a 
vengeance after the Classic and has generally 
poxed up one of our peak seasons. Can you 
believe it? Not one flight over 100 km since the 
compo Nevertheless Jon Durand has been dili
gently trying with several flights to Nimbin 
from Beechmont (-"{)5 km), the first time link
ing up with Nick Dillane who had launched 
from Tamborine. Jon, Dave Staver and Daryl 

John 'Horse ' Haymans launching at Borah - p Andrew Pepper 
!l 
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The Canungra Hang 

Gliding Club 
would like to thank all the major 

sponsors of their recent 
Canungra Classic competition 

A special thanks to: 

Moyes Delta Gliders 
Airborne Windsports Pfy Ltd 
Enterprise Wings 
Sjostrom Instruements 
Henk Van Raa/te (Uvex helmets) 
Danny Scott 

Thanks to the many others who 
made the Classic a success! 

Franklin scraped in close to Carr 's Lookout 
(-80 Ian) from Beechmont while on the day 
following the Classic Attilla Bertok and 
Corinna (7) popped over the range to Killarney 
(-90 km), also from Beechmont. Gordon 
McKenzie (Int) celebrated his return to flying 
after breaking an arm by making it to Lake 
Moogerah (--{is km) with Phil Pritchard. And 
Mike Jackson (lnt), TaschaMcLennan (lnt) and 
Seiji (?) (Int) all did the Beechmont - Boonah 
run (50 Ian) for the first time. 

Had To Laugh Department 

One day after flying out to Boonah in ex
ceptionally turbulent conditions and feeling 
quite a dark shade of green I landed next to the 

. Dugandan pub. At the same time Phil Hystek 
launched in a paraglider from a nearby training 
hill and proceeded to climb out. Giggling a little 
bit, I rubbed my hands and sat down to watch 
the show. Quite a short time later Phil was 
looking at a swirling mass of cord and nylon 
which would have been all right except that he 
was looking down at what he later described as 
his worst collapse, ever. Unfazed Phil flew back 

into the thermal, climbed out and ended up 
around 25 Ian away, near Carr 's Lookout. 

Remember that because of the southern 
competitions in January the next general meet
ing w.i11 be on the [lIst Saturday night in F ebru
ary at Moriarty Hall. 

Gordo 

New South Wales 
Central Coast Hang 

Gliding Club 

Well we've just had our AGM for '94 and 
here are some of the results: 

President: Russel Skillen 018 404254; 
Treasurer: Mick Hoipo 282871; Secretary: 
Mark Steele 321277; SSO: Ian Duffy 018 
439612 

The legal part of flying is creeping up on us 

pilots. Membership to our club and all its ad
vantages is still only $10 per year, but not for 
long. NPWS controls our land and we have fees 
to pay. So, if you intend flying please send us 

$10 (this price won' t last!!) with your details. 

Club T-shirts are now available with the 
club logo on the front and the flying eagle on 
the back. We have grey/white, long and short 
sleeved shirts available for delivery if needed. 

Currently I site exists for 

tral Coast has been 
pretty hard to get this 
year. Huey has not 
been very rewarding at 
all . Maybe we' ll sacri
fice more woofoes for 
the corning summer. 

A detailed club site guide is being prepared 
and will be on sale next month. 

That's about it, ofT to the fax machine for 
me and this letter, no, hang on, a southerly just 
blew in ... I'll see you in the air ... 

Dr Who 

Almost forget to mention The GUN, 
OSSIE, and the old ALFFER, who had some 
really great flight at Manilla last month. I even 
had my best as well. But who is responsible for 
the hurricane very year when the cup is on? 

Sydney Paragliding Club 
The ole Sydney town has been blessed with 

some fme flying weather recently so most local 
punters have had a chance to blow ofTthe winter 
cobwebs. Pete and Darnien flying their new 
Phocii both fmally chalked up their maiden 
Mitchells (Stanwell) crossings. The Hippie 
steered his Rainbow Chooks Head to a new 
'unofficial ' Stanwell out and return ridge run 
record making it to Brokers Nose at the south
ern end and pastBurning palms in the north. He 
also brought back tantalising tales from a compo 
in New Caledonia where he came 4th amongst 
some hot competition. Meanwhile on the north
side Sandy is doing real time lab tests for the 

towing on the coast and that 
is Mangrove Mountain but 
another is being developed as 
I type this out. We should 
have good news about this 
site next month. 

VOUJNTEER(S) WANTED 

Mangrove Mountain 
rules: 
I . Ring Howard Lesley on 
844653 before going!!! 
2. NO TOWING on Thurs
days, or WEEKENDS!!! 

Flying time on the Cen-

FRENCH TRANSLATION REQUIRED 
The HGF A requires one or more people to translate a 

French lUlguage document. 

The document relates to technique and performance 
improvement at the elite level ofhang gliding spOrts but 

has implications at allevcls. 

Interested people should contact Ian Jarman HGFA 
Executive Director on 069 472888. 

o~~~ea 7<epe 
UNITS Se<7Zd 

December 1994 

1 and 2 
BEDR~S CONFERENCE 

CENTRE 

~---~ NIGHTLY or WEEKLY 
BOOKINGS 

Rainbow Beach Road 
Rainbow Beach Q/d 4581 
Telephone 074863400 
Toll Free 1 800 633 516 

POOL 
SPA 

SAUNA 
BARBECUE 
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State,Club and Region News continued ... 

manufacturers of 303 fabric protectant by get
ting masses of airtime. Down with the Mexi
cans, Team Sydney took out honours at 'Not the 
Vic. Open' with the senior member John Weller 
winning the spot landing section. He guided his 
shiny new white Greek alphabet named angel 
to the mythical place where the spot should 
have been! He also showed hitherto unknown 
advanced comp, flying techniques by perfonn
ing the thus far only read about 'dolphin glide! : 
technique before our very eyes! At the last 
meeting, Tony Armstrong was heard talking 
about getting a phone in 'weatherbox' for Stan
well. I'm sure the locals would appreciate not 
getting rung up every time by the 'Is it on ?' 
pilots from the city, so go for it Vibes. The 
Lawrence Hargraves weekend was a success 
with great flying on both days, lots of kites, the 
odd 'aviatrix' and a few skydivers to boot. The 
Cluissy party will be on Saturday 17th Decem
ber starting with a feedatLucy 's in the park and 
fmishing at the Surf Club with a band in combo 
with the S.P.H.G. club. See you there! 

A Merry High Flying Cluistmas to all. 

Godfrey Wenness 

Northern Beaches Club 

We had the pleasure of the company of 
Cmig Worth at our November meeting, 

fresh from the HGFA Annual General 
Meeting and able to fill us in on the news on 
that front. 

As you would expect, given Craig's posi
tion, much of the discussion was safety related. 

The recent aero towing fatality was bought 
up, which led to general discussion of the haz
ards of upgmding from an intermediate to a 
high performance glider. 

As a recent convert to high perfonnance 
flying, I can personally attest to the fact that, in 
particular, high performance gliders are less 

responsive in roll (i .e stiffer), and harder to 
land, than intermediate gliders. Be especially 
cautious when flying these wings for the fIrst 
few times. 

The practice of advertising and selling 
older high performance gliders as intermediate 
gliders was also discussed, and for obvious 
reasons, should be discouraged. 

On a lighternote, Craig informed us that the 
HGFA is looking at a site acquisition pro
gramme to allow permanent access to some of 
out' sites at risk around the country, 

What a great ideal! What about an annual 
levy being paid by all members to contribute to 
a special fund specifIcally set up for this pur
pose? 

We have had some great flying on the 
Northern Beaches over the past few mouths, 
with some days being on weekends when you 
get the combination of lots of pilots and 
crowded beaches (read - landing zones). 

There is a conflict of interest here - pure and 
simple, and for this reason we ask that, on days 
when the beaches are crowded, pilots restrict 
their landings to late afternoon/early evening, 
when most people have left. 

On behalf of the Northern Beaches Hang 
Gliding Club, I would like to wish everybody 
all the best for the Cluistmas season. 

MickPowell 

Victoria 

,VHPA 

~ 
OK, so it's my fault! Two days before the 

great 1994 Demo Day I made the mistake of 
saying, "Well at least it can't be as bad as last 
year! After all, how could it be worse than 100 
kph winds and hail?" Easy! Blown out on both 
days with a 120 kph gale! 

But don' t worry, I've got a really good 
feeling about next year! 

If you've been out flying lately you will 
probably be aware 

PO.fITION VACANT 
that, apart from the 
odd demo day, the fly
ing has been excellent 
this spring with some 
very long and high 
flights. 200 km was 
almost broken this 
October. I spent some 
time up in Hay on the 
long weekend and 
predict that you will 
see some of the big
gest dust devils in 
your life at the Flat
lands this y ear. 

HANG GLIDING IN.1TRUCTOR 

2-3 months work in beautiful Cairns 

Will need good reliable car 

Accommodation available 

PHONE 070 519392 AH 
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Drought flying is memomble to say the least! 

Good luck to everyone during the coming 
competition and free-flying season. Be careful, 
I think it's going to big one. 

Warwick Duncan 

North-east Victoria Hang 
Gliding Club 

The manufacturers demo weekend was a 
big success. Unfortunately the weather failed 
us as badly as it ever could, then it turned really 
bad, 157 kph winds and the coldest November 
temps since 1965. A few people got to fly 
Bright Hill on Friday evening, probably one of 
the most consistent sites in Vic. On Saturday 
evening we had 3 guest speakers. Steve Gil
mour and Mark Newland spoke about our na
tional teams efforts in Spain at the Pre-World 
Championships. It is important to note that the 
main reason we have the worlds best gliders 
made here in Oz is because of a successful 
national team. Competition breeds success. Af
ter Gillie and Mort, Steve Moyes talked and 
showed a video to demonstrate how Moyes 
Gliders certify their gliders in the U.S., those 
things really do take some stick. Again I would 
like to take TIFF s opportwlity to thank the three 
manufacturers: Airborne, Enterprise Wings 
and Moyes for their support of our club 
NEVHPC and Victorian hang gliding on that 
weekend. 

Now the, you should have been there tales. 
Early in October, Dave Romeril, proprietor of 
the Porepunkah Mill Caravan Park, had his best 
flight yet, taking off from Mystic, getting quite 
high, getting up on Buffalo, then landing at 
Porepunkall airstrip. The weekend prior to the 
Demo weekend was the Not The Victorian 
Open and the paragliding people looked like 
they had a great time. There must have boon 
about 60 of them. including the Airwave Glid
ers' sailmaker Mike Doyle from England, and 
lots of Sydney pilots. Sat and Sun mornings 
looked real good for the paras and the after
noons for the hang gliders, but Monday was 
' the ' day. Someone told me that the sail planes 
were going from Porepunkah airstrip to Kosci
usko and back. Cloudbase was around 6,300 to 
6,400 asl and they were very closely spaced. 

SKYSAILOR 



One of our new club 
members, Gilbert Grif
fiths was spied invad
ing the Buckland 
Valley airspace in a 
vintage hang glider 
with a piece of sail

cloth dangling off the king post. Good jo b I had 
a piece of string dangling off my base bar so 
that I could get away, to save any embarrass
ment like landing with him in my new super
ship. 

The weekend of the 22123 was also awe
some for Jeanette flying her ' training glider' as 
some people call it. On the Saturday she went 
on her 1st XC to the Porepunkah airstrip from 
Bright Hill appro x 10 krn, then on the Sunday 
she dragged her big fat exposed Xbar, round 
uprights and big sensible wheels all the way to 
the Kiewa Valley and horne from Bright Hill, 
yup right across the Tawonga Gap, appro x 19 
krn. Then got up again, but Ihr 50 min was 
enough for her to boat around over Mt Beauty 
for a while and land at the airstrip. Both trips 
were planned before takeom The next day 
Steve Ruffels spent an afternoon going out to 
Gapstead and back from Mt Buffalo. It seems 
like there is life after 40. 

111at weekend and the following week 
Grissly Adams, John Schilling, Reedy, Stokesy, 
Dave Harris and Jim Smeeton took the big trip 
out a 100lkrn north of Hay and had more fun 

than Ben Hut at a Roman Orgy by all accounts. 
The flying was good too. John Schilling almost 
did a 100 rniler with 150 krn, Grissly did 80 and 
Jim, Dave, Reedy and Stokesy did 50 krns. 

Down at Bright Hikers, Geoff and Maz are 
continuing to look after any pilots that corne 
there way, with Geoff still managing to get a bit 
of flying in between times. Stevie Thompson 
has just returned from a couple of months in
structing in Japan. Rurnour has it that Bernie 
O'Reilly is coming back from Japan soon with 
his new Japanese bride! 

Safe circles 
Dermot 

Eastern Hang Gliding 
Club Inc 

At our October meeting we fmally got a 
permanent venue. This was obtained with the 
adroit efforts (read 'subtle coercion' here) of 
one of our barrister members blessed with a 
way of presenting situations in a different per
spective (he hopes to be off crutches by Christ
mas). Anyway, from now on, after everyone 
has fed and fortified themselves at the bistro, 
will adjourn to the pavilion directly behind the 

~
DCTOWLOAD 

o TOWMETERS 
. Series #4 $225 

o UPGRADE from 
Series #3 $75 

6cI 
"01' Ea&le Eyes" 

--- Flight Glasses 
Plain SIlS 
SIV SI65 BlfS18S 

§] 
SKYBOXVARIOS 

B 
birdie - $450 
Wrdie plus - $550 
mau - with inbunt 
variometer - $950 

® e E9 Denis Cumminp 
P.O. Box 741 

BYRONBAY2~IAU~L~ 
Phi manual FAX 066 856287 
lain Cununinp Ph 075 326937 

Mobile 018 765491 

main building at around 2045 hours for the 
actual business side the club meeting, There is 
car parking space here, with access gained by 
turning left before the drive-in bottle shop and 
around past the motel units. Bring along any 
videos (preferably the flying variety) as there 
will be facilities for viewing these after the 
actual club business is over. Hope to see you 

THE MOST DANGEROUS PART OF FLYING IS THE TRIP TO THE AIRPORT 
Should the crunch come have your vehicle repaired by a 

fellow pilot & panel beater PAUL MARCHANT. 

Phone: 
5875469 

• Baked enamel - 3 year guarantee. 

• Caroliner - guaranteed frame repairs to 
factory specifications. 

• 24 HOUR TOWING COVERING 
SYDNEY METRO AREA 

• Specialising in prestige & 4WD vehicles. 

• Service to the whole of N.S.w. 

• Free pick-up delivery Sydney metro area. 

MODERN SMASH REPAIRS 

... i.4'-~A 

.... n~11 
24 hour towing: 

5538300 

• Retrievals of non-drivable accidents 
damaged vehicles from country N.S.w. 

• Full claims service for all insurance 
companies. You phone us - we do the rest. 

• Recommended repairer for major 
insurance companies. 

• Mobile quoting - if you can't come to us 
- we come to you . 

44 Princes Highway Kogarah New South Wales 2217 
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State,Club and Region News continued ... 

there. 
As to the actual flying side of things, there 

have been some notable flights from the club's 
Landscape site. Quite a few pilots are venturing 
over the back in the direction of Three Sisters 
and beyond and down the Hume, with our 
esteemed secretary flying to Glenburn for a 
flight of 43 kms; well done, John! Promises of 
things to come at Landscape! I wonder who will 
be the first to do a Glenburn, Yea and back to 
Landscape triangle? Whilst on the subject of 
Landscape, the northerly take-off has seen a 
few rather untidy launches of late, particularly 
in strong conditions. Be aware that the actual 
take-off site is some way around to the side 
from the base of the bowl and can encounter 
switching winds with associated mechanical 
turbulence across the ramp due in part to the 
venturi effect of gullies (further complicated by 
the odd thermal that may happen along). 

The other factor, of course, could be a bit 
of early season rustiness. So put the thinking 
caps on along with the helmet and if you're new 
to the site or not sure, ASK! First timers be 
prepared for a rough ride on those hot windy 
days. 1bis is one of the reasons we have rated 
the site intermediate. Another cause for concern 
has been those pilots electing to fly alone. In 
particular, those new to their intermediate rat
ing. Landscape is a long way from any help and 
difficult to fmd if you don ' t know the area. So 
again, give it some careful thought if you're the 
first one there. If the conditions really are as 
good as you think then other pilots won't be far 
behind. 

By the time you are reading this there will 
be an updated site guide for Landscape thanks 
to Brian and Joel Rebecchi and for TIrree Sis
ters, thanks to John Carter. These will be sent 
out to new members in addition to being avail
able at the club meetings. If you can' t make the 
meetings, send a self addressed and stamped 
envelope to either John Carter, 20 St James Rd 
Montrose 3765 or to me at PO Box 623, Heales
ville 3777. 

Donna-Buang is well and truly open with 

some great height gains and distances already 
in the bag. Maybe this year we will be able to 
explore more of the potential that this site prom
ises with flights to the south-east past Noojee 
and perhaps exploring north around Toole-be
wong up past Healesville, St Leonards and 
beyond. It will have to be a brave person who 
goes over the back herewith 20+ kms of ' tiger' 
country before any reasonable landing areas! 
Another little waming for this site, particularly 
in easterlies or westerlies: there can be some 
very strong sink right out to the tree line at the 
foot of the mountain in the valley so if you don ' t 
find the lift you desire working across the face, 
don ' t leave it too late to leave. I've experienced 
my vario pegged in the opposite direction for 
an uncomfortably long time before any relief in 
the conditions mentioned above. 

Atour fmal meeting for the year on Decem
ber 21st, Steve Ruffels has kindly offered to 
come along and give a talk about his flying in 
the Owens Valley and about training etc. It 
should be a most informative evening (I just 
hope you' re reading this before the 21st!). 

If anyone else would like to add to the 
knowledge of any of the sites they have flown 
or comment on the suggestions I have made, 
please fee free to use this forum to further the 
knowledge and safety of all. I'm only a phone 
call away (059 623570). 

Enough of my ramblings, 
I've heard a Rumour ... 

Lance Sheppard 

Skyhigh Paragliding Club 

~ 
PARAGLIDING 

MELBOURNE 

It's been a while now, but the entire club 
has been so busy we haven't had time to 
breathe. First there was Not the Vic Open which 
featured a truly impressive list of exhibitors at 
the first ever Swap Meet Expo (some even came 

from overseas). The 

HEADWIND 
hall at the Outdoor 
Inn at Bright was full 
to bursting with all the 
latest gear and gizmos 
from lightweight 
Japanese power packs 
for a mere $7000 to 
second-hand har
nesses at $20. Plus 
stacks of the latest 
stuff from every 
manufacturer you 
could think of. The 
weather was less 
kind, with all Ken 's 
efforts being some

what blunted if notac-
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FLI<=;HT SVSTEI'VIS 
g~~g~ 

SAILMAKING 
EXPERIENCED REPAIRS TO 

HANG GLIDER SAILS 
Liz Hird (066) 84 7 969 

tually thwarted. Saturday and Sunday saw 
plenty of almost good flights from Mystic and 
Mt. Emu, but the keen flyers who waited unW 
Monday were rewarded with some definitely 
good flights up the valley. Some silly clothes, 
random bomb dropping and near tree experi
ences completed the fun . Thanks go to Joe for 
the Expo and Ken for the irreverent compo Next 
item on the calendar (not counting Kevin 
Burke's club talk on poking fmgers up people's 
bottoms to induce a gag reflex) was the tow 
weekend at Conargo. Enthused by Hamish 
Barker's recent 100+km flight from Conargo, 
some fifty or more pilots made their way to the 
flat rice country around Deni1iquin. Saturday 
was just windy to start with, then it got very 
windy, then even more windy still. This ex
plained Garry Stevenson's launch by a wildly 
reversing tow van, then heading off downwind 
at a disgustingly high speed. No distance re
cords were broken, but a few weak links were. 
Other items of note at the tow weekend: 
Charly's (Fellatow) winch, the brilliant barbe
cue courtesy of the pub (and Wally Taws) and 
the excellent humour and willingness to work 
in shown by all especially Bill Graham and 
Robin. Thanks guys, it was a very good week
end. We hope to be doing it again soon. 

Club wise, lots of record breakers are hit
ting the flatlands in southern NSW with high 
hopes of a new record, plenty of flying (and 
some rusty launch techniques) going on both 
West and East coast, and the new Bright landing 
paddock has only claimed a couple of tree 
landings and broken bones so far. Coming up: 
the next club meet (first Wed, Retreat, Ab
botsford) will no doubt be a sparse affair as all 
concerned will be at the Vic Open, and of course 
the club weekend coastal fly-in at Portland. 
Right, I'm off the NZ for a week of jumping off 
hills and trying to avoid sheep. 

Have a good one, 
Jeremy Torr 

Western Victorian Hang 
Gliding Club 

The Spring Competition started on the 29 
October with a good attendance by both Novice 
and Advanced pilots. Everyone had a great time 
even though tlle weatller conditions were aver
age, but most pilots flew with quite a lot of 
pilots feeling that they had done their personal 
best. 

At the meeting Saturday night we were told 
that our Elmhurst site has been closed, and the 
back track is the only access. Only our club 
members are allowed to use the site. If anyone 
would like to fly at tllis site, please contact our 
President, Trevor Crudin (03) 7478752. He has 
the only key for the gate. 

Also on tlle weekend we had the Airborne 
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process. Trevor tried returning only to land half 
way between Jervis and Rapid heads. Gary 
directed the rescue team from the air and Trevor 
was found a few hours later. Then the rescue 
team needed rescuing after staking a tire. Al
though they had a spare, they discovered they 
did not have a car jack or a wheel brace! For 
Michael it was his 2nd coast run in as many 
months and the fIrst ever for Sperm Whale. 
Thanks go to Richard who helped with flight 
plans, launching and generally showing people 
the way. 

There must be room for at least one morel 

The fIrst league of the state comps got off 
to a bad start for last years winner Peter Hood. 
After bombing out, he nearly got run over by a 
big truck, and then his car broke down whilst 
doing retrieves! Paul Kelley, Scott Robinson 
and Steve Blenkinsop were all smiles however 
after completing the task along with Martin 
Seilaf who made goal for the fIrst time! Andy 
Watson was unintentionally sabotaged when he 
could not get into prone because someone had 
left the mega-phone in his open harness. The 
strong winds also provided Ian Andrews with 
a close look at the undersurface of his Xtralite 
after an inverted landing and Pat Finch had to 
go one better by being knocked out after flip
ping on landing, luckily he'sO.K. Sunday came 
with light winds and a drive to BurnsfIeld tow 
paddock. A 60 km out-&-return was set and 
nearly made by Peter Hood, closely followed 
by Blinky and Gary. 

crew in Raglan doing some aero towing and 
displaying their trikes for the locals and pilots 
to look at. We would like to thank Airborne for 
coming up for the weekend, and displaying to 
us an alternative to flying. 

On Saturday night the club put on a BBQ 
at the Buangor Hotel for the pilots and their 
friends. It was a very good evening, and every
one enjoyed themselves. 

We would like to advise all club members 
that there will be no meeting in December, and 
the next meeting after Christmas will be on 28 
January 1995. Our club would also like to wish 
everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year. 

For any enquiries or questions, please con
tact Nicole Shalders, Secretary on 053492174. 

Nicky 

South Australia 
SAHGA 

~ 
Last month a group of about 25 ventured 

north to the Flinders ranges. Chris and Tassie
steve stopped on the way for a quick fly at 
Illawarra. However the welcoming party was a 
little hostile with a couple of large raptors tak
ing it in turns to play tic-tac-toe with Chris 's 
XS. Next stop Rawnsley Bluff caravan park and 
a quick look at the tow strip adjacent to Wilpena 
pound, there we discovered the owners had 
double booked us with 6 sailplanes! That, and 
the 15-20 knot winds, did not deter the beagles 
and soon they were up-up-and-away, on their 
way to a 50 k flight. 

The next day was blown out and dedicated 
to sight seeing, bush walking and later drinking 
copious amounts of alcohol, which certainly 
helped Mandy when the time came to blow 
Stu's didgeridoo. On the last day pilots were 
rewarded with excellent conditions and views 
of Wilpena pound from 5,000 ft and 1,500 
ftlmin thermals. Flying operations with the 
sailplanes and tugs went very smoothly. 

The south coast also provided some inter
esting flying when 6 pilots recently attempted 
the coast run. Pilots were crossing Rapid bay 
with 1000 ft asl to end up at below ridge height 
and still in rotor! Greg pulled out for the safety 
of the beach, getting severely rotored in the 

Thanks go the trusty support crew: Cheryl, 
Michelle and Mandy. 

However everyone was over-shadowed 
when Rick Wilson flew 123 kms from Lochiel 
during the state comps to more than double the 
previous state record and come close to beating 
the Australian record. Rick will be hard to beat 
for the Wayne Blackmore trophy this year! Well 
Done!! 

T.S. ~ 

The perfect XMAS present for 

hang gliders : 

• Hang gliding scenes include : Yosemite -
California, Crested Butte and Telluride 
(serious whacks) - Colarado, Valle de Bravo -
Mexico, and others. 

American Odyssey (VHS Video) 

• It wasn't easy but somebody had to do it ! 

• Follow 2 Australians on their adventures as 
they hang glide, surf , wind surf and snow 
ski throughout America and Mexico. 

December 1994 

~ $20 + $5 p+p, Send cheque or money order to : 

RWA Enterprises, 28 Moray Ave, Floreat,6014. 
Ph 09 - 387 2893 or 09 - 388 3845 (AlH) . 

Name : ......................... ................. .. .. ...... ...... . 
Address : ...................................................... . 
............................... .. No. of Videos : ............ . 
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WANTED 
Cheap serviceable vario any brand considered ph 
Brett 07 2736113 after 6 pm 

PARAGLIDERS 
Queensland 

Paraglider Pro Design-Challenger 26 sq m 65-85 
kg in ex cond still crisp only 10 hrs airtime w~h harness 
& helmet $2500 ono AH 07 2857513, 07 2056311 W 

Firebird Apache 23 July '94 6 hrs flight 12 A, DHV 2 
$2800 Jens VVoidahl9 Balzer CI Whilfteld Old 4870 

Paraglider Wills Wing IT wilh harness su~ novlint 
pilol80-100 kg v safe glider vgc $2300 ph 075 965679 

Edel Racer 21 OK cond speed machine $1500 also 
Ventus Tandem Paraglider 38 sq m great buy $1 000 
also 
Challenger C23 gc $2000 also 
Challenger Classic 2915 hrs brand new cond $3400 
ph Sunshine Paragliding 015 158745, 074 745479 

Edel Stardust (Space) 24 speed system wh~e with 
coloured stripes 7 hrs only incl Edel harness all as new 
$3500 ph 07 2662027 

Paraglider Paratech P4 high performance 4 riser & 
speed system as new with factory certifted A 1 cond~ion 
$1500 ono ph 075 965679 

Edel Apollo 24 pilot weight 55-80 kg suit novice incl 
hamess $1000 gd cond ph Nigel 074 749380 

New South Wales 
E;psilon 26 (yellow) ex.{)demo 30 hrs 75-95 kg besl 
nov-int glider available $3000 also 
Sigma 2126 (pink) ex-demo intermediate only 5 hrs 
75-95 kg current performance as new $3000 both glid
ers are made by Advance to the highest standard ph 
Godfrey Wenness 045721594 

Airwave Taboo Paraglider 25 sq m weight range 
70-85 k g gd cond 70 hrs mostly coastal clean & Sound 
with light harness $1200 ono ph John 02 7074325 will 
be at "Not the Vic Open" 

Victoria 
Neo 19 sq m approx 10 hrs airtime no patcthes or 
marks ex cond could not fault defin~ely no poros~ 
problems best offer ph Cris 03 5988923 H, 6612586 W 

PROFESSIONAL PILOT TRAINING 
SYDNEY BASED, SEVEN DAYS. 

Come fly with us, your training 
won 't cost you the earth! 

We spend most of our time above it. 

S'e S~! 
For the lowe5t prices on 
all your TRIKING needs 

AIRBORNE 6. ROfAX SPARE PARTS, RADIOS, NTER=MS, 
INSTRUMENTS 6. ACCESSORIES , REPAIRS & MAINfENAI'-CE 

CALL LUKE CARMODY c.r.1. 
02 874 5260 ~ 018 446 771 

ASK ABOUT OUR fREE INTRODUCTORY fLIGHTS 
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Axis 23 sq m 5 hrs airtime as new cond ex beginner/in
termediate glider comes with both beginner & interme
diate brake lines to suit your flying experience also has 
foot speed system & as an extra ~ also has hand 
trimmers $2800 or best offer ph Cris 03 5988923 H, 
6612586W 

Paraglider Edel Apollo 22 sq m wh~e as new approx 
1 hr total airtime plus Edel harness suit pilot between 
45-70 kg must sell due to health reasons $2600 ono ph 
035926193 

Swing Axis 23 sqm with trimmers & speed bar pilot 
weight 45-60 kg, 60 hrs airtime ex cond $2600 ono ph 
Chris Danger 03 6184866 BH, 8084529 AH 

Firebird Apache 26 (60-85 kg) 30 hrs airtime & in ex 
cond v safe & great performing int wing comes complete 
with speed system bag & Airbulle harness $2500 also 
Apco Mayday reserve (never used) $350 ph Tony H 
036467889, W6998202, Mob 018177307 

Western Australia 
Paragliders x 2 + harnesses Ontermediate) hardly 
used as new bargain at $750 each ono ph 015 473671 

Paragliders for sale within a few months: Bi-5urf 
(tandem) from ADG (French glider) 120-200 kg novlint 
200 flights $2000 1992 model also 
Sigma from Advance pilot range 57-95 kg inVadv 60 
flights 1992 model $3500 also 
Sirocco from Harley pilot range 55-70 kg novlint 6 
flights 1994 model Acpul tests only A $4000 ph or leave 
message for Herbert 09 3816053 

HANG GLIDERS 
New South Wales 

Xtralite 147 (exp int) mylar white MS purple & lilac US 
flies really well $3800 ono gd cond ph Craig Docherty 
029824462 H, 4519022 W 

Ball 661 vario/all $250 ono also 
Harness pod suit 5'10" blue $200 ono ph Bruce 02 
3654635 

Moyes Xtralite 147 (exp int) mylar bright colours v low 
hrs looks & flies like new only $3500 ono also 
Moyes Xact 2 pod harness vgc $450 also 
Brauniger Classic altlvario as new $500 ph 02 
9183404 afler6pm 

Foil Combat 162 Ont) vgc new side wires not flown for 
2 yrs urgent sale $1200 ph Paul 02 5887243 

Foil 162 Combat (int) 3 yr wh~e LE red white blue US 
comp sleeves reas cond $1000 ph Ian 02 9977722 BH, 
029189962 AH 

Edge 682 trike T2-2601168 hrs full instruments Icom 
A20 Mkll Communica intercom helmet set wilh push-to
talk button 2 new flying suits (freezer room type) training 
bars, full covers custom trailer all in top cond nothing to 
spend $16,000 this month only. 1st in best dressed ph 
026714709AH 

Sting 164 Ont) 18 mths old vgc red LE wh~e TS grey 
& white US $2700 ph Daniel 02 5205686 

Pegasus XL trike 462 water cooled high powered tug 
HGFA reg . T2-2592 full spec instruments blue & white 
wheel spats, always hangared ex cond 112 hrs TT 
never been in accident incl Aerial Pursuits helmet & 
intercomm, Icom MKII airband radio & king post 
mounted aerial $17,500 ph Ted 063 451809 

Foil 160B Race Ont) gd colours gd cond flies great 
$700 also 
Air Support Wedgie harness 170-180 cm med-lge 
build H grey cordura $350 ph Lacthlan 066 291365 

Blade 166 (exp int) crisp 20 hrs old magenta & fluoro 
yellow US wh~e LE wh~e TS suit new buyer $3000 ph 
Jim 02 9711715 H need to buy a paraglider 

GTR 162 Ont) gd cond $900 ono also 
Mars 170 (nov) new flying wires $800 ono ph 042 

292965 

Gyro II 180 (nov) in v gd cond 20 hrs flying time pink 
LE lilac US front & white MS v cheap at $1050 & spare 
upright Ph 042 943701 or 044716011 

Moyes GTR 162 Ont) red LE blue US & white TE ideal 
glider for the pilot who wants a gradual transition from 
intermediate to high perform at a v ctheap price. Ries 
well, an ex buy at only $450 ono also 
Optus Audivox Minivox MUX600 v small mobile ph 
2 bats rectharger only $550 as new in box ph Steven 02 
8051832 AH, 018 211620 W 

Aero 2 146 Ont) f1uoro yellow TS pink LE pink & blue 
US plus Air Support Escape harness in matcthing 
colours suit 5'6"-5'8" all in v gd cond $2600 ono ph 
Micthael 049 434769 

XS II 166 (exp int) 2 yo low hrs ex cond $3000 ono ph 
023654635 

Mars 170 (nov) blue LE white MS gc $500 ph Scott 02 
5454256 or 015213400 

Moyes Pod harness blue/pink suit 5'6"-5'10" $250 
ono ph David 049 526766 

XS III 142 (exp int) blue LE pink & blue US $2200 ph 
Shirtey BH 066 857147, AH 066 858147 

Probe 1982 Ont) + harness $500 or swap beekeeping 
equipment ph 068 863526 

Worldbeater GTR 161 Ont) yellow LE orange US v 
low hrs tight sail no flutters new side wires looks beau
tiful in the air nothing to spend $900 ph Jim 043 329374 

D Scott Racer harness green & f1uoro yellow suit 
5'2"-5'8" as new incl High Energy Chute & base bar 
mitts $750 ph 02 6020114 

Xtralite 137 (exp int) like new gd cond $3950 also 
Moyes Xact harness $300 ph 042 942212 AH 

1 Parachute $500 also 
Moyes pod harness suit 6'2" $330 also 
Ball 661 aHimeter $450 also 
XT 166 Ont) apricot & Huoro green 10 hrs flying time ex 
cond ph 02 5404490 

Blade 163 (exp int) wh~e TS f1uoro yellow & f1uoro blue 
US ex cond $3700 ono ph 049 636681 

Blitz 155 (exp int) black & hot pink US grey LE & TE 
top cond low hrs $1900 ph 049 524856 

Combat 162 (int) wh~e MS red blue white US reason
able cond comp sleeves $1500 ono ph 02 9189962 H, 
9977722 W 

Desire 151 Ont) 15 hrs airtime as new cond pink grey 
US trilam LE have to sell to pay for new tandem glider 
$3500 ph 042 943701, 015 247394 

3 x Kenwood VHF hand held FM radios 2 x 2.5 
amp, 1 x 5 amp base un~ ideal communication system 
for team flying as new $1200 the lot ph 042 943701,015 
247394 

Edge trike Reg T2-2605 filled with 'quiet' k~ 15 mths 
old fully maintained always hangared 75 hrs covers & 
communication box incl full instruments new modified 
mast fitted v gd cond ph 049 661389 or 018 490622 
$17,500 ono must sell due to health reasons 

Foil 139 Combat 2 (int) my glider for the 1993 
VVomen's VVorlds in Japan. Ex cond less than 20 hrs 
airtime. Has not been flown in competitions in Australia . 
Comp LE sleeves can be removed if required . Suit pilot 
up to 75 kg. Lovely glider to fly - light handling & very 
easy to land $2,500 ono ph Jenny Ganderton 068 
537220 

Foil 152 Combat Ont) 3 yrs old orange LE orange & 
black US nice to fly gd cond $1250 ono ph Len Paton 
068 537220 AH 

Trike parts 447 Rotax & trike base in ex cond, Moyes 
GTR wing with strengthened frame & sail in reason 
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trike $4700 ono ph George 08 3403217 

Queensland 
Blitz 155 (exp int) kevlar black LE blue US great cond 
ph Mathew 074 928139 

XS 169 (exp int) Moyes factory rebuild with brand new 
sail pink LE yellow & black US power weave TE $2500 
079 750232 glider will be at 8ogong Cup & Vic Open 
for inspection 

Moyes XS 11155 (exp int) 100 hrs purple blue mylar 
$2400 also 
Ball wrist vario $100 also 
Uniden UHF car unit as new $260 ph Glen 075 
435716 

XS 155 (exp int) yellow scrim LE yellow power rib TE 
blue US low hrs $2000 ex cond also 
Magic IV 166 red LE blue/yellow US airfoil downtubes 
& king post gd cond a practical beach or second glider 
$500 ph Ron 07 8820004 H 

Jan Benbow prepares to launch at Mt Buffalo 
photo by Stephen Costley 

Blade 155 (exp int) new cond 4 hrs only beautiful 
looking kite why pay for a new one have mine for $3750 
ono ph Steve 074 969133 W or 074942527 AH 

condo $3500 ph Allen 067 223776 

Pod harness brand new suit 5'6"-5'8" $399 or any 
reasonable offer considered 042 942493 

Moyes Xtralite 147 (exp int) brand new glider in mint 
cond only 4 hrs airtime over 3 flights w~h no hard 
landings Features all comp accessories with sail col
ours of white, It green & black. Ex performance & 
handling forthe coming summer season $3800 ono also 
D Scott Racer harness used once, in ex cond suit 
5'8"-6' pilot $600 ono + 
Backup chute $300 + 
UHF radio 5 watt with PTT mic & headset $400 ono 
+ 
Sjostrom vario/alt 3 yrs old in gd cond $450 + 
Moyes flying suit in new cond to suit 6' pilot $150 
the lot $5000 all the above can be inspected/flown in 
Newcastle area. Sale due to new work situation. Ph 
018964866 anytime. 

Danny Scott Racer harness brand new suit 5'1 0"-
6'2" med to Ige build blue yellow & green new $950 
sell $650 also 
Ball 651 vario/alt ex cond $450 ph 044 716011 or 
042943701 

XS II 142 (exp int) Swiss tube white LE red wMe 
orange US 1.5 yrs old has only ever had 1 bent 
upright used to hold Manilla long distance record 
$2000 ono ph Ian Duncan 02 9189962 

XT 165 Qnt) fluoro yellow LE blue US red TE 50 hrs 
just out of factory for upgrading repairs a gd deal for 
$2200 ph Ivan 02 3692967 AH 

XT PRO 145 (int) fluoro pink/yellow LE power rib 
custom large black eagle & black US one side faired 
uprights immac 50 hrs genuine logged airtime will 
freight $2850 also 
Xact II harness vg cond bluellt blue suit 5'6"-5'7" 
person $400 also 
Blackhawk Dart harness grey/pink ex cond su~ 
5'-5'6" person max foot size 8 $275 ph 043 329187 
leave message 

XS 155 (exp int) 100 hrs grey scrim LE wMe TS 
fluoro red & blue US ex cond original parts spare 
upright $2000 also 
Ball 651 vario/alt $350 also 
Electrophone UHF radio with PTT mike & speaker 
& new nicad battery pack $350 ph Ian 02 3655382 

Gyro 160 (nov) blue LE blue TE pink centre section 
great cond su~ female pilot or small male great value 
@ $900 ono (urgent sale) ph Greg 042 942817 or 
leave message on machine 

Combat 152 (int) grey LE lime US sleeved new side 
wires sail in gd cond flies v good $1550 also 
Ball vario 652 1 ft increments with ASI in perf 
working order $340 ph Paul 02 5211033 H, 7591177 
W 

Foil Combat 152 Qnt) fluoro yellow/mid blue US as 

December 1994 

new cond $2300 ono ph 049 505568 

South Australia 
XS 142 (exp int) fluoro pink & sea green US flies v well 
$1800 ono ph Ian 08 2675401 

Foil Combat 139 (int) white trilax LE pink & yellow US 
gd cond sleeves (removable) no half-battens quick set 
up $1900 or exchange with cash adjustment for '94 
model small high performance glider ph Peter Bolton 
071 527418 all hrs 

Foil 152 Combat (int) grey LE (av . cond) pastel 
pink/orange US wing wires 5 hrs top wires 1 hr $1100 
ph Paul 070 556689 

XS 155 (exp int) 4 yr old king post hang blue scrim LE 
fluoro orange & lime US wh~e MS only $1200 ono also 
Trike parts: 220 cc German 'Minimum' motor, GTR 
162 Race wing blue LE red & yellow US, king post 
mounted parachute & parts to fly glider as a minimum 

XS 169 (exp int) ex cond red warp LE wMe MS with 
power rib gold & red US $2000 ono also 
GTR 162 (int) ~ blue scrim LE white MS orange US gd 

Pocket a 
P65 today! 

"The Philips P65 UHF CB 
Portable is a compact, serious 
transceiver which offers a host 
of userjriendly features 
combined with blistering 
performance. " 

CB ACTION 

For a detailed brochure plus 
information on our introductory 
offer, contact the specialist 
dealer, Melbourne Paragliding 
Centre on 03 882 4130 or write 
to PO BOX 3010 Auburn, 3123. 

PHILIPS 
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cond bargain $800 or best offer ph Nev 070 512438 W, 
532586 H 

Sale or Swap: almost new (30 hrs) XS 3 155 (exp int) 
k blue LE It pink & turquoise US white MS $3000 or an 
exchange for a smaller glider in gd cond (Combat, XS 
or Blitz) as it is a bit big for me. Will consider a 152 
Combat ph Brett 07 2736113 after 6pm 

Mission 170 (nov) with batten profile & manual brand 
new base bar wheels gd cond $1300 ph 07 2027915 

Foil Combat 152 Qnt) fully rebuitt after 200 hrs spare 
uprights $1550 plus 
Xact 2 harness 10 hrs new suit 178-180 cm $650 also 
PA Reserve chute $190 also 
SjOstrom instruments $375 also 
Icom new 400 UHF with headset & PIT $500 also 
Flying suit $50 also 
New 2 Itr water pack $75 also 
Helmet XL $50 also 
Databack camera Ricoh $120 ph Joe Mikus 075 
299854 AH, 015 144267 BH 

Edge 582 Trike No. 39 T2-2599 C-type Ivo prop full 
dash 690 hrs clean reliable unit no problems never 
crashed inel Comunica headset $10,000 ono ph Chris 
018772480 or 070 985616 

Xtralite 137 (exp int) power rib TE & LE & dacron TS 
for easy handling & longer life high visibility colours 10 
mths old genuine 70 hrs airtime (at time of ad) ex cond 
never crashed maintained & recently fully checked by 
ex-Moyes factory pilot contact lain Cummings 075 
326937 H, 018 765491 

Moyes XT 145 (int) purple LE fluoro orange green 
yellow US & TS (brightest glider in the sky) spare upright 
tow release batten profile manual waterproof bag $2500 
also 
UHF Pearce Simpson mobile radio almost new $300 
ph Bruce 07 2000882 

Sting 154 Qnt) great cond grey LE pink & tt blue 1 pilot 
since new bought December '92 only 79 hrs easy to set 
up & fly stored in Canungra $1900 ph Pete 07 2175447 
W, 8785117 H 

Mission 180 (nov) $650 ph Ken Hill 075 435631 , 018 
188655 

Vario/altimeter (Oz) gd cond $230 ph Alan 07 
3918666 Wor 8483427 H 

Desire 141 Qnt) 2 hrs old $500 off new price must sell 
for financial reasons ph Mark or Ma~orie 070 921316 
AH, 953325 W, 953857 fax 

Xtralite 147 (exp int) ex cond 6 mths new it has 36 
tender hrs elear scrim LE full mylar TS fluoro pink & dk 
blue US ii's a bargain @ $3,600 ph Greg 075 453946 

Victoria 
Mission 170 (nov) fluoro orange LE & TE with blue white 
& green US gd looking int glider in gd cond ideal 1st 
gRder complete with owners manual & batten profile 
extras inel speed bar small wheels and hang loops looks 
great in the air $1500 ph 056 744803, 018 569660 can 
be inspected in Melbourne if required 

Mission 170 (nov) low hrs new top wires & side wires 
batten profile no prangs ex cond $1700 ono ph 053 

392609 

Pod Moyes red med 5'6"-5'10" vgc 3 yr old 50 hrs 
simple comfortable $300 or swap for UHF radio ph 
Steve 03 8733473 AH' 03 5415363 

Combat 2 152 (int) LE purple & pink, new side wires 
+ spare uprights ex cond $2500 ph Phil 060 562885 

Danny Scott Twister electric blue & black brand new 
cond 4 hrs suit slim 6'1" $450 contact David 03 8701767 

Sting 118 (int) suit new buyer 5 hrs airtime pink mylar 
LE It & dk blue US $2500 will freight anywhere in 
Australia! 057 551724 or 018 570168 

XS 142 (exp int) yellow US wMe LE & TS king post 
hang this glider is in ex cond & has been v well main
tained. It flies perfectly straight & has been used to gd 
effect in recent comps. Pilot has now grown outside 
optimum weight range & has had to move to larger 
glider. Only $1000 or best offer ph Joel or Brian 03 
7101450 H, 6267592 W 

Airwave Magic 4 half race (int) red mylar LE pocket 
4.8 oz dacron MS mid blue US faire king post & uprights 
(one spare) variable geometry 65 hrs logged airtime 
mint cond must sell no longer flown price $800 also 
Moyes pod harness black with gold stripe many 
added features incl drink water bladder etc suit 5'6"-
5'10" pilot $250 (will sell as complete or separate) 
contact Ian O'Neill 03 8876208 or BH 018178945 

Rotax 582 UL DCDI engine zero time never used 
Rotax 582 engine still in the box with vibration damper 
"C" type gear box electric starter air filter rectifier/regu
lator This engine was replaoed by a four stroke 912 for 
our Kilfox raffle aircraft . Regular price over $5400. 
Selling for $5200 for quick sale. Ring SAAA headquar
ters on 03 4824716 BH. 

Reserve parachute suit chest mount 20 gore just 
been professionally repacked $250 ph Marco 060 
246729 

Moyes Mission 170 (nov) vgc 10 hrs fly time only 
Royal blue LE fluoro yellow US & white MS with wheels 
if required . full batten profile & instruction book urgent 

sale $1800 also 
Moyes pod har
ness as new black & 
blue suit to 6 f1180 kg 
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approx sell $350 also 
Flying helmet $45 
also 
SjOstrom va rio lat
est model still in 
original packaging 
cost $500 sell $450 
or $2400 the lot ph 
Ken 03 2728709 W 
or 03 4893519 H or 
018173343 
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will keep your hands warm at 
cloudbase this summer 

$60 + P & P 
Jenny Ganderton 

"Bogano/" Forbes NSW 2871 
Ph/fax 068 537220 

Icom IC40G UHF 
elearance 5 left $500 
with 12 mth warranty 
also 
A20 MKII VHF 
$630 also 
Communica 2 
place set up $1100 
ph Glenn 018 
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690040 

XT 165 (nov/int) brand new ~ever flown great colours 
$3400 also 
Xact II harness fluoro orange ex cond $550 also 
XS 155 (exp int) fair cond flies well pink US pale blue 
TS dk blue scrim LE $1200 ph Fiona 052 376486 

Trike 95.32 Pegasus Q 462 full spec instruments vgc 
$14500 also 
Trike 95.32 Quantum 582 & 462 avail ex-stock (new 
shipment) new phone for free flight test also 
Trike 95.32 Stratos 95.10 with Rumour II wing real 
engine off perform for thermalling with gd top speed 
$9500 ph 03 5875975, 018 336346 

Mars 170 (nov) gd cond Pod harness suit to 6' + 
helmet spares inel upright, best offer will separate ph 
038532672 

Airwave K2 145 (int) this glider has a Swiss tube 7000 
series airframe & a mylar sail. It is very light & very fast. 
IF you are getting into comps this year you definitely will 
not be left behind with this one. It's in very good cond & 
at $2300 it's the best deal in speed you will get this side 
of the Bogong Cup ph Dermot for a test flight Con
argo/BrightlMt Beauty 057 572910 

Pegasus XL 447 reg T2-2713 2p hrs new economy 
instruments & trike covers red pod re/blacklwhite sail 
immac cond $16,500 057 991249 

Desire 151 (int) 10 mths old white MS & LE blue & 
orange US comp sleeves avail gd cond $3000 ph Alan 
033372226 H, 8542081 W 

Mission 170 (nov) black fa ired king post down tubes 
speed bar tight sail flys well $1500 ph Hugh 037181920 

XS 155 (exp int) gd cond keel hang point batten profile 
& owners manual $800 ono ph Geoff (052) 782174 

Western Australia 
Combat 2 152 (int) yellow & black tiger stripes comp 
sleeves & extra half battens ex cond $2500 ono ph Dave 
Wellington 09 3107100 

XS 111142 (exp int) Swiss tubing ideal for your 1st high 
performance glider easy handling with excellent climb 
fluoro pink LE lilac US dk blue TS ex cond 1 yr old $3500 
will pay freight anywhere in Australia ph 093142749 AH 

Blitz 146 (exp int) competition model vgc avail to the 
discerning high performance glide buyeratan attractive 
price also 
Skyline harness the world's most popular harness 
imporled from Germany vgc being sold by pilot with 
expanding waistline only $900 (new price $1700) also 
Missions looking for the man without a Mission ideal 
cheap 1 st intermediate gliderwe have a number in stock 
$1150 to $1750 ph Airsports 09 3816053 

XS 155 (exp int) king post hang gc $1800 ono 09 
2502744 or 2502168 W ~ 

" 
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Call 

Chris or 

Johanne at 

Flyright Aviation 

018490622 



Presenting a true high performance recreational glider. 

Progressive roll rate and perfect co-ordination for easy 

thermalling and ridge soaring. 'A climb rate and glide 

angle that keeps you the highest. Light 30kg (66lb) weight 

that's easy to lift. Trilam leading edges. Variable 

geom~try. new small 'Aerofoil uprights. Quick clip nose wire 

and crossbar fasteners. 'Automatic compensator. One step 

fast rigging: flat or on the control frame. 7075 battens. No 

tools leading edge breakdown and upright change. Easy 

rigging. Easy launching. Easy soaring . Easy landing. 'An 

easy winner. 

the hot new glider by 

1/189 Parkes Street Helensburgh NSW 2508 Ph. 042 942 052 


